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Abstract 
A novel spectroscopy of trapped ions is proposed which will bring single-ion 
detection sensitivity to the observation of magnetic resonance spectra. The approaches 
developed here are aimed at resolving one of the fundamental problems of molecular 
spectroscopy, the apparent incompatibility in existing techniques between high information 
content (and therefore good species discrimination) and high sensitivity. Methods for 
studying both electron spin resonance (ESR) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) are 
designed. They assume established methods for trapping ions in high magnetic field and 
observing the trapping frequencies with high resolution (<1 Hz) and sensitivity (single ion) 
by electrical means. The introduction of a magnetic bottle field gradient couples the spin 
and spatial motions together and leads to a small spin-dependent force on the ion, which 
has been exploited by Dehmelt to observe directly the perturbation of the ground-state 
electron's axial frequency by its spin magnetic moment. 
A series of fundamental innovations is described in order to extend magnetic 
resonance to the higher masses of molecular ions (1 00 amu = 2x 1 os electron masses) and 
smaller magnetic moments (nuclear moments= IQ-3 of the electron moment). First, it is 
demonstrated how time-domain trapping frequency observations before and after magnetic 
resonance can be used to make cooling of the particle to its ground state unnecessary. 
Second, adiabatic cycling of the magnetic bottle off between detection periods is shown to 
be practical and to allow high-resolution magnetic resonance to be encoded pointwise as 
the presence or absence of trapping frequency shifts. Third, methods of inducing spin-
dependent work on the ion orbits with magnetic field gradients and Larmor frequency 
irradiation are proposed which greatly amplify the attainable shifts in trapping frequency. 
v 
The dissertation explores the basic concepts behind ion trapping, adopting a 
variety of classical, semiclassical, numerical, and quantum mechanical approaches to 
derive spin-dependent effects, design experimental sequences, and corroborate results 
from one approach with those from another. The first proposal presented builds on 
Dehmelt's experiment by combining a "before and after" detection sequence with novel 
signal processing to reveal ESR spectra. A more powerful technique for ESR is then 
designed which uses axially synchronized spin transitions to perform spin-dependent work 
in the presence of a magnetic bottle, which also converts axial amplitude changes into 
cyclotron frequency shifts. A third use of the magnetic bottle is to selectively trap ions 
with small initial kinetic energy. A dechirping algorithm corrects for undesired frequency 
shifts associated with damping by the measurement process. 
The most general approach presented is spin-locked internally resonant ion 
cyclotron excitation, a true continuous Stem-Gerlach effect. A magnetic field gradient 
modulated at both the Larmor and cyclotron frequencies is devised which leads to 
cyclotron acceleration proportional to the transverse magnetic moment of a coherent state 
of the particle and radiation field. A preferred method of using this to observe NMR as an 
axial frequency shift is described in detail. In the course of this derivation, a new quantum 
mechanical description of ion cyclotron resonance is presented which is easily combined 
with spin degrees of freedom to provide a full description ofthe proposals. 
Practical, technical, and experimental issues surrounding the feasibility of the 
proposals are addressed throughout the dissertation. Numerical ion trajectory simulations 
and analytical models are used to predict the effectiveness of the new designs as well as 
their sensitivity and resolution. These checks on the methods proposed provide 
convincing evidence of their promise in extending the wealth of magnetic resonance 
information to the study of collisionless ions via single-ion spectroscopy. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The study of ions by cyclotron resonance techniques continues to expand more 
than sixty years after its introduction. 1 The many types of cyclotron experiments all rely 
on the determination of ion mass from its inverse relationship to the measured cyclotron 
frequency in a given magnetic field. Earlier ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) experiments2•3 
scanned through a single frequency at a time and were, thus, relatively time consuming. 
The advent of more sensitive detection electronics and of fast Fourier transformation by 
computers led to Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTIICR) experiments,4•5 
which obtain the entire frequency spectrum at once. Chemical interest in ICR goes well 
beyond mass spectrometry. The ion selectivity afforded by double resonance techniques, 
where certain ions are purged from the cell by ICR excitation while other ions are 
monitored, is useful in observing reaction rates. 6•7 All ICR experiments rely on the ion 
trapping due to cyclotron motion. The magnetic field confines ions transversely in 
cyclotron orbits, and the addition of electrostatic plates leads to harmonic axial motion. 
This combination of electric and magnetic fields keeps ions trapped as long as several 
seconds in typical chemical applications. To study single trapped ions, however, physicists 
employ precise field configurations such as the Penning trap:8 a single electron has been 
trapped for as long as ten months. 9 Values of the Lande g factor measured with a single 
electron in a Penning trap are the most accurate to date.10 
While ICR and related techniques are highly sensitive, the only observable they 
measure is mass (with the exception of the single electron g experiments). Conventional 
ICR thus cannot distinguish two structurally different species of equal mass. This is in 
marked contrast to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron spin resonance 
2 
(ESR), which yield a wealth of information from low-energy spectral features, but have 
poor sensitivity. This is a basic problem of experimental chemical physics and extends to 
other forms of spectroscopy: discrimination and sensitivity seem incompatible. This 
dissertation presents the theoretical framework for a spectroscopy of ions which will use 
the fine sensitivity of trapped-ion techniques to observe highly discriminating magnetic 
resonance spectra. The case of ions with spin 1/2 magnetic moments is treated here for 
concreteness and relative theoretical ease, but the results may be extended to more 
complex magnetic characteristics and to the rotational spectroscopy of ions. 
1.1 Background 
The cyclotron was first introduced by Lawrence and Livingston in 1932 as a tool 
for "the production of high speed light ions without the use of high voltages."1 Four years 
later, Penning used magnetic and electric fields to increase the lifetime of electrons within 
a discharge. 8 These experiments provided a solid base on which the field of ion cyclotron 
resonance spectroscopy was later built. Its importance in studying chemical reactions was 
demonstrated in the late 1960's by Beauchamp, Baldeschwieler, and coworkers, 11•12 using 
double resonance techniques6 where changes in the concentration of a product ion 
(monitored via the intensity of its cyclotron signal) were monitored as a function of the 
energy of a reactant ion (varied by resonantly pumping its cyclotron energy). The 
manipulation of ion populations in an ion trap was extended by the introduction of 
resonant ion ejection as a tool for isolating interesting chemical species. 7 The advent of 
Fourier transform ICR in 1974 brought increased speed and sensitivity to these 
applications. 4•5• 13 
While ICR development in chemistry labs from the late 1960's on had as one of its 
fundamental goals increased bandwidth in order to study ions of widely ranging masses 
3 
simultaneously, research in physics labs at the time seemed directed orthogonally: narrow-
bandwidth detection with single-ion sensitivity to measure ionic masses with 
unprecedented precision. The tools developed would thus enable the metrology of 
fundamental constants. The first milestone on this road was the trapping and detection of 
a single electron in a 6 V deep Penning trap by Wineland, Ekstrom, and Dehmelt in 
1973;14 the electron was viewed as bound to the earth (through the Penning trap), rather 
than to an atom, and was thus termed "geonium." This experiment, in turn, led to the 
metrology of the electron spin (Lande) g factor by measuring the spin dependence of the 
detected axial frequency in the presence of a weak magnetic bottle.tS,l6,17•18 This 
measurement of the electron magnetic moment from geonium spectra, which earned 
Dehmelt the Nobel Prize in physics, provided a dual motivation to develop the proposals 
included in this dissertation: its success suggested that magnetic resonance might be 
carried out on trapped atomic and molecular ions, while its technical feasibility only for 
masses as light as the electron necessitated the search for greatly amplified spin-dependent 
effects which culminated in schemes for extended periods of spin-dependent work on 
trapped ion motions.I9,20,2I 
More recent developments in trapped ion physics have extended the detection 
sensitivity to single atomic and molecular ions by using one of two techniques: optical 
detection or electrical detection. Optical methods use laser cooling to minimize ion 
motions and therefore the effects of field imperfections, increasing resolution; cyclotron 
frequency measurements accurate to up to 1 part in 1013 could be possible in the future.22 
The fluorescence signal from single ions with appropriate internal level structure can then 
be monitored23,24 via schemes based on Dehmelt's electron shelving. 25 Optical detection is 
not generally applicable, since it is limited to ions which can be made to fluoresce. 
Electrical detection has the advantage of promising single-ion sensitivity for any ion given 
a large enough orbit, at the expense of the relative ease with which high resolution is 
available after laser cooling to the single quantum level. In electrical detection, the ion's 
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image current induced on the trap electrodes couples the ion to electrical circuits attached 
to the trap. Pritchard and coworkers have pioneered single-ion sensitivity in molecular ion 
detection, observing the axial motion of single trapped ions by using a high-Q 
superconducting tank circuit to couple the ion trap to an rf SQUID.26 Single-ion 
cyclotron resonance (SICR) measurements in a Penning trap have already been carried out 
with mass accuracy ~ = 4xl0-10.27 Simultaneous observation of two ions in a 
Penning trap with single-ion sensitivity, 28 as well as classical squeezing with parametric 
drives,29 promises to extend the accuracy to a part in 1012. The magnetic resonance 
methods proposed presented in this dissertation will employ electrical detection with 
single-ion sensitivity and moderate resolution requirements. 
1.2 Outline 
The classical description of ions stored in a Penning trap is presented in Chapter 2. 
The effects of superimposed field gradients are considered, with particular attention paid 
to the case of the so-called magnetic bottle field gradient, 1°,30 which couples spin to the 
spatial degrees of freedom. Trajectory simulations via numerical integration of the 
classical equations of motion are introduced as a powerful tool for characterizing and 
designing ion trap experiments. Ion cyclotron resonance is described within the classical 
formalism ofthis chapter. 
Chapter 3 presents a quantum mechanical description of ion trapping which 
replaces the Penning trap's normal modes with corresponding harmonic oscillators. 
Position and momentum operators are thus replaced with quantum raising and lowering 
operators. A strength of this quantum formalism is the relative ease with which it allows 
the effect of field gradients to be considered through perturbation theory. This technique 
is illustrated for the case of the magnetic bottle. The quantum operators are used to 
describe classical systems by constructing semiclassical wavepackets which describe ion 
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motion. This treatment is used in a rotating frame calculation to derive cyclotron radius 
changes due to ICR. 
The experiments proposed in Chapter 4, ion orbit nudging through resonance 
induce cyclotron kinematics (IONTRICK), study a paramagnetic (spin 112) ion confined in 
a Penning trap with a magnetic bottle superimposed, coupling spin and space operators. 
This allows ESR magnetic transitions to be observed by monitoring changes in spatial 
quantities, in particular the ion cyclotron frequency. A proposal to monitor the cyclotron 
frequency change due to a change in axial energy after an induced spin transition is 
presented. This idea is then extended by the use of multiple 1t pulses synchronized to the 
axial motion such that spin-dependent work can be done on the ion's axial motion and 
monitored through the cyclotron frequency. Results from simulations establish the 
feasibility of the IONTRICK proposal, and its technical requirements and challenges are 
discussed. 
Chapter 5 presents a more general proposal, spin-locked internally resonant ion 
cyclotron excitation (SLIRICE), enabling the observation ofNMR transitions via electrical 
ion detection. A historical precedent which provided some of the motivation for 
SLIRICE, Bloom's deflection of neutral molecular beams by radio frequency field gradients 
(the "transverse Stem-Gerlach effect"),31,32 is discussed. The conditions under which a 
magnetic field gradient modulated at both the Larmor and cyclotron frequencies leads to 
cyclotron acceleration proportional to the transverse magnetic moment of a coherent state 
of the particle and radiation field are derived both semiclassically and quantum-
mechanically. The need for two additional magnetic field gradients is clarified: a 
radiofrequency spin-lock field preserves spin coherence, and a static magnetic bottle 
translates the spin-dependent cyclotron work into a corresponding shift in the axial 
trapping frequency. Numerical simulations are employed to support the validity of the 
SLIRICE proposal. 
6 
Concluding remarks are presented in Chapter 6. This is followed by two 
Appendices. Appendix A describes the programs used to integrate the equations of ion 
motion numerically. Appendix B describes the programs which simulate experimental 
timelines analytically and allow the evaluation of expected signal-to-noise (SIN) ratios. In 
each appendix, sample program source codes and run-time instructions are presented. 
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Chapter 2: Ion Trapping and its Classical Description 
The classical equations of ion motion in a Penning trap are presented in this 
chapter. The analytical solution of these equations will be shown to yield cyclotron, axial, 
and magnetron motional modes with respective characteristic frequencies. The effect of 
field gradients on these modes will be addressed, with particular attention paid to magnetic 
bottle field gradients. Ion trajectory simulations via numerical integration of the equations 
of motion will be presented as a valuable tool to elucidate ion motion when field gradients 
prevent the existence of analytical solutions. The chapter concludes with a discussion of 
ion cyclotron resonance, with particular attention to the derivation of cyclotron excitation 
and to experimental details. 
2.1 Equations of motion 
The general equation of motion of a charged particle of mass m m an 





where r represents the ion coordinates, t is time, q is the ionic charge, E is the electric 
field, v is the ion velocity, and B is the magnetic field. In the case of zero electric field 
and a homogeneous, time-independent magnetic field B = B0z, ion motion is unrestricted 







The direction of rotation is clockwise for a positively charged ion (looking along the - z 
direction). The cyclotron motion thus constitutes a two-dimensional trap. To complete 
the trapping in all three dimensions, a steady electric field is applied along the z direction 
by placing flat plates of potential V 0 perpendicular to the magnetic field (at ±zo), such that 
q V 0 > 0. The ion will then be kept confined to -zo :::;; z :::;; zo as long as its axial energy is 
not greater than q V0. Conventional ICR cells utilize such flat plates to make cubic or 
rectangular cells. Since the electric field near the center of these cells is nearly 
quadrupolar, the axial motion is harmonic. 2 Trapping times on the order 'of seconds can 
be achieved with these relatively simple cells. 
The Penning trap3•4•5 uses three hyperbolic electrodes (two endcaps and a central 
ring), as shown in Fig. 2.1, to produce a more exactly quadrupolar electric field; small 
deviations can be corrected with compensation electrodes. The two endcaps are along 
the two branches of the hyperbola of revolution 
[2.3a] 
and the ring electrode lies along the hyperbola of revolution 
[2.3b] 
The coordinate p is the radial distance of the ion from the z axis; that is, 
[2.4] 
Defining a characteristic trap dimension d by4 
[2.5] 





Fig. 2.1. Scale drawing of the electrodes of the Penning trap used in the single 
electron experiments. Adapted from Ref 4. 














The equations are solved analytically by introducing two new transverse 
components of motion4 or by introducing trial solutions for x and y that are superpositions 
of harmonic oscillations at two different frequencies. These give equivalent descriptions 
of the behavior, namely, that the transverse motion is the superposition of a fast cyclotron 
motion (at a modified cyclotron frequency, ro+) and a slower magnetron motion (at the 
magnetron frequency, ro_). The relevant frequencies are 
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ro ± = i (roc ± ~ro ~ - 2ro; } [2.9] 
Introducing the transverse vectors y (±) such that 
v<±) = dt +sign( q)[ ro +z x i5] , [2.10] 
where the dependence on the sign of the ionic charge has been made explicit by sign( q), 
which is"+" for q > 0 and"-" for q < 0, the transverse Hamiltonian of the system can be 
expressed as4 
[2.11] 
The cyclotron and axial motions are bound harmonic oscillations. Although harmonic, the 
magnetron motion is motion around a potential hill, not bound in a potential well, and 
gives a negative contribution to the total energy. The relative magnitudes of the 
frequencies are 
[2.12] 
This hierarchy is typically most pronounced for smaller particles. Considering a magnetic 
field of 1 T, with V0 = 10 V and d = 1 em, the respective frequencies v+, Vz , and v_ (with 
roi = 27tvi) are 28 GHz, 21 MHz, and 8.0 kHz for an electron, 15 MHz, 490kHz, and 8.0 
kHz for a proton, and 145kHz, 49kHz, and 8.4 kHz for a 100 amu ion. 
2.2 Modification of trapped ion motion by a magnetic bottle 
In order to incorporate spin dependence into trapped ion experiments, it will be 
necessary to couple spin to the spatial ion modes. This can be achieved by devising 
situations analogous to the Stem-Gerlach experiment, which first established the 
quantization of spin angular momentum. 6•7•8 In the Stem-Gerlach apparatus, an 
inhomogeneous magnetic field coupled the spin of the valence 5s electron of silver atoms 
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to the motion of the atoms in a beam, splitting the beam into two branches, one for each of 
the quantized spin 1/2 orientations. A trapped ion analogy is the change in frequency of 
the Penning trap modes in proportion to spin magnetic moment.9•10 The symmetry of this 
problem suggests the use of a cylindrically symmetric gradient. The simplest such field is 
a magnetic bottle of the form4 
[2.13] 
where 
i5= xx +Y9 . [2.14] 
In the mks system, B2 has units ofTfm2, which are equivalent to G/cm2. The reason for 
the term "bottle" is obvious when a magnetic moment 11 is aligned along and on the z axis. 
Then, the correction to the Penning trap Hamiltonian is 
[2.15] 
and, for 11B2 < 0, an axial harmonic potential traps the moment along the z axis. 4 Fields 
similar to the magnetic bottle arise as inhomogeneities in laboratory magnets; the "z2" 
shim coil of an NMR magnet has approximately this form. 
Frequency shifts due to such inhomogeneities can be analyzed within the 
framework of classical mechanics. The classical equations of motion for an ion in a 
Penning trap are modified by the presence of a magnetic bottle. The extra Lorentz force 
due to the bottle must thus be added to the equations of motion [2. 7]. The addition of an 
inhomogeneous field also introduces a spin-dependent force, F5, given by11 
[2.16] 
For classical trajectories in the absence of Larmor frequency magnetic fields, the 
quantization direction for the spin magnetic moment adiabatically follows the 
14 
instantaneous direction of the total magnetic field, B, and the direction of jl is parallel to 
the direction of B , that is, 
[2.17] 
(where jl = J.t!l, and 11 carries the sign of jl ). 
The spin force due to the total magnetic field in this case is 
In this semiclassical treatment, this spin-dependent (and, therefore, intrinsically quantum 







Due to the extensive coupling of these differential equations, the classical problem 
has no analytical solution, and may only be solved approximately or numerically; a 
numerical integration is discussed below. Quantum mechanical perturbation theory can 
also provide estimates of trapped ion behavior in a weak magnetic bottle, as will be shown 
in Chapter 3. Laukien12 calculated the first order frequency shifts due to generic magnetic 
field gradients. Applying his results to the magnetic bottle (in the limit of axial and 
magnetron amplitudes small compared to the cyclotron radius Pc) leads to the cyclotron 
frequency shift 
q 2 
~ro = --B2p 
+ 2m c 
[2.20] 




Fig. 2.2. Double loop variable magnetic bottle. Adapted from Ref 5. 
2.3 The variable magnetic bottle 
[2.21] 
The design of magnetic bottles is reviewed in detail by Brown and Gabrielse. 4 The 
bottle field is typically produced by a loop of ferromagnetic material in the x-y plane of the 
Penning trap, at the center of the z axis, and is constant in time. Variable bottles, also 
feasible, are a central component of the experiments proposed throughout this 
dissertation. 
2.3.a Coplanar double loop variable magnetic bottle (superconducting flux 
transformer) 
Van Dyck et a!. 5 discuss the design and successful implementation of a variable 
bottle made from a single continuous superconducting NbTi loop twisted into two 
concentric loops (Fig. 2.2). The double loop is inserted into the homogeneous magnetic 
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field above its critical temperature; as it cools to the superconducting state, the enclosed 
flux is frozen in. Application of the field from a third magnet (an external solenoid of 
variable current) leads the now superconducting double loop to resist the new flux via 
Lenz's law, producing a persistent current. It is this current that adds a bottle field; since 
the field is proportional to the expelled flux, the apparatus is called a superconducting flux 
transformer. A single loop would have the same effect, but the double loop has an added 
advantage. There exists an optimum ratio, a., of the outer loop radius to the inner loop 
radius for which the only contribution to the field is the magnetic bottle itself. No other 
terms are added to the magnetic field, most importantly no zeroth-order term; in fact, a 
double loop with ratio a. improves the uniformity of the homogeneous field at the center 
of the trap. 5 Thus, the double loop can serve as a shim to cancel out precisely any stray 
magnetic bottle-like inhomogeneities due to the trap itself (by creating a bottle field of 
opposite sign) and increase the uniformity of the remaining field. In the experiments 
proposed below, the main attraction of the double loop bottle is its variability and its 
capacity to produce large bottle fields, at least on the order of 100 to 1000 G/cm2. 
2.3.b Coaxial triple loop variable magnetic bottle (room temperature) 
While the superconducting flux transformer succeeds in producing a variable 
magnetic bottle field, its requirement that the loops be immersed in liquid helium 
introduces a significant technical challenge. Even if this is done, the requirement for an 
external solenoid to drive the bottle complicates the geometry. As an alternative, a 
variable magnetic bottle may be designed from three coaxial current loops. Each loop is a 
simple non-persistent electromagnet, which could be at any convenient temperature. The 
end loops both have the radius R 1> and each is separated from the central loop (of radius 
Ro) by the distanced, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Note that a configuration with Ro>R 1 will be 
ideally suited to use with a Penning trap, since the trap will fit nicely inside the loop 








Fig. 2.3 Triple loop variable magnetic bottle. The individual Cartesian and 
spherical coordinate systems for each of the three loops are labeled: ('4-,Y+>zt.)~ 
(r-+>8+><1>+) for the top loop, (x,y,z)~(r,8,Q>) for the central loop, and (x_,y_,z_)~(r_,8_ 
,<j>_) for the top loop. 
I 1 (end loops) and I0 (central loop) that will produce a pure magnetic bottle field, no 
homogeneous field, and minimum error terms. 
The problem is solved by considering the vector potential for the system. 
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k2 = rRrsin8 
R 2 + r2 + 2Rr sin 8' 
[2.22c] 
and K and E are the complete elliptic integrals. The total vector potential for the case of 
the triple loop assembly is the superposition of the respective single loop potentials. 
Working in the central loop coordinate system, the problem is solved by transforming the 
end loop potentials to this coordinate system through the use of the identities 
8 . -1 [ r sin 8 J + = sm , 
~r2 +d2 - 2rd cos8 
r~ = r2 +d 2 +2rdcos8, 
and 
8 - . - 1 [ r sin e ] 
- - sm ~r2 +d2 +2rdcos8 ' 
The magnetic field corresponding to the total vector potential is 
Br =-.1 -~(sin8Acj>), 
rsme ce 








The procedure now involves manipulating the loop variables until Eqs. [2.27] describe a 
magnetic bottle field gradient (Eq. [2.13]). 
The constraint applied enforces the magnetic bottle shape over the plane of the 
central loop, thus requiring that 
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The calculation is carried out near the center of the loop assembly, and Bz is thus 
expanded in r about r = 0, for small r (r « R1 and r « Ro), yielding 
[2.28] 
+ 127tlo [2- (.!.L) ~ + s(.!.L) rKL]r2 + o( r3) . [2.29] 
cR3 Io VRt Io VRo 0 
According to the constraint, Bz should have no rO or rl terms. Setting the rO coefficient to 
zero yields the condition 
( 
2 2 )3/2 
R 1 +d 
II= -Io 2 
2R0R 1 
[2.30] 
Setting the rl coefficient equal to 0, solving for 11, and equating the result to the 
expression above produces the second condition 
[2.31] 
Since d2, Ro, and R 1 are all positive numbers, Ro > R 1. Combining the expressions for I 1 
and d2 results in 
[2.32] 
This expression may be inserted into the r2 coefficient; setting the coefficient equal to -
B2/2 and solving for B2 gives the magnetic bottle strength 
B2 = 127tlo (-1 ___ 1_), 
cR2 Ro R1 
0 
[2.33] 
whose sign is opposite to that ofthe current 10. 
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The design is made easier to construct in practice by using the same current 
magnitude in all three loops (with opposite orientation in the end loops relative to that in 
the central loop): I 1 = -10. This sets the loop radii at R 1 = 0. 25R0, with the end loops 
separated from the central loop by d = 0.25.J3R0 = 0.433R0 . Under these conditions, 
the magnetic bottle strength is 
B2 = -367tlo 
cR3 0 
[2.34]. 
A likely design would call for Ro = 1 em, R 1 = 0.25 em, and d = 0.43 em; with a 10 A 
current, this would yield a bottle strength of 113 G/cm2 for each turn of wire used, 
requiring nine turns to reach 1000 G/cm2. Note that, for resistive wire, there is a tradeoff 
between cooling requirements and the validity of the approximations used. Specifically, 
bundles of thinner wire are more likely to resemble current loops of infinitesimal cross 
section, but the higher resistivity of thin wire will increase severely the amount of heat 
dissipated. For example, a 3x3 bundle of 20-gauge wire will have a large cross section 
radius of 0.12 em, but its power consumption at 20° C will be only 27 W, whereas the 
small cross section radius of a 32-gauge bundle (0.03 em) will require handling 450 W, 
which is feasible with a circulating coolant. (Values for wire diameters and resistivities are 
available in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.14) Superconducting analogs of 
this geometry are also worth pursuing, in which case the magnetic bottle would be 
included in the same cryostat as the detection electronics. 
2.4 Numerical simulation of classical ion trajectories 
The complexity of the equations of motion [2.19] in a Penning trap and magnetic 
bottle does not allow a classical analytic solution of the problem. Furthermore, the 
trajectories of interest fall outside the range of application of the guiding center 
approximation, 15 especially considering the extreme accuracy needed (~Io-7 in frequency) . 
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The equations must thus be solved numerically via an iterative integration of individual ion 
trajectories for given sets of initial conditions. A good simulation program can be useful 
in determining the stability of trap configurations, extracting the frequencies of the various 
ion modes, and understanding the requirements and results of hypothesized experiments. 
The trajectory simulations written to support much of the work in this dissertation 
are included in Appendix A. They allow the study of ion motions in three dimensions and 
can be altered to include any combination of electric and magnetic fields. Changes in 
motional amplitudes can then be analyzed by direct observation of Cartesian positions. In 
addition, Fourier transformation facilitates the extraction of motional frequencies. 
2.5 Axial motion in strong magnetic bottles: numerical simulations 
Simulations of ion trajectories in Penning traps with strong magnetic bottles show 
frequency shifts which scale with the size of the magnetic bottle strength. Table 2.1 lists 
the cyclotron and axial frequencies observed in trajectory simulations of a singly charged, 
positive, 100 amu ion in a Penning trap with Bo = 1 T, V0 = 10 V, and d = 1 em. The 
simulations were all carried out with a frequency resolution of 15 Hz and with an 
integration time step of 6.9x10-8 s (except for the 10000 Tfm2 calculation, carried out 
with a 2.5 ns step). As the bottle intensity is increased, the axial transform continues to 
consist of a single frequency (to better than 1 %) in strong bottles (B2 ~ 1000 G/cm2 in 
Penning traps with B0 ~ 1 to 5 T). This is understood qualitatively if the axial motion is 
assumed to remain strongly decoupled from the cyclotron and magnetron modes (a point 
that will be important in the experiments proposed below). 
The simulation programs also reveal previously unreported behavior in the strong 
bottle limit: the cyclotron motion is modulated at twice the axial frequency. Small 
motional sidebands of the ro+ centerband, with intensity up to ~ 10 % of the centerband, 
appear at ro+ ± 2coz in the Fourier transforms of the transverse coordinates (both ro+ and 
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B2 ro.j2rt rozl2rt I(ro + - 2ro z) I ( ro + + 2ro z ) I( peak" noise") 
(Tfm2) from x from z I(ro+) I(ro+) I(roz) 
FFT (Hz) FFT (Hz) in x FFT in x FFT in z FFT (%) 
(%) (%) 
100 147450 50790 1.3 0.4 0.02 
1000 147465 55545 11.1 1.8 0.3 
10000 146010 90270* 7.1 11.8 2.3 
Table 2.1. Trapping frequencies for varying magnetic bottle field strengths. 
Trajectory simulation parameters are described in the text. The frequencies have a 
resolution of 15 Hz. Peak "noise" is the largest intensity in the axial spectrum other 
than the axial trapping frequency. 
roz are shifted by the bottle). The transverse transform sidebands are easy to understand 
qualitatively as frequency modulation (FM) sidebands. A stable axial oscillation at 
frequency roz varies the z2 term in the z component of the bottle field (Eq. [2.13]) at a 
frequency of 2roz. Since ro+ » roz, a given cyclotron orbit averages out the transverse 
components of the bottle, but keeps the axial component: hence the modulation of the 
cyclotron frequency at twice the axial frequency. This FM model, however, grossly 
overestimates the sideband intensities, emphasizing the need for the quantitative trajectory 
simulation. The small size of the axial frequency sidebands and the absence of other 
modulation facilitates the development of the theory presented below. The size of the 
frequency shifts observed will be justified quantitatively by quantum mechanical 
perturbation estimates in Chapter 3. 
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2.6 Spin dependent axial potentials 
Examination of equations of motion [2.19] in light of the decoupled axial motion 
observed in numerical simulations suggests a helpful simplification which will be used to 
derive analytical solutions for the effect of magnetic resonance on the axial motion. The 
only dependence of the axial equation of motion on the transverse coordinates comes in 
through the term with x dy - y dx , and through IBI. It is interesting to note that insertion 
dt dt 
of the transverse solutions for a Penning trap with no magnetic bottle (the sum of two 
oscillators with frequencies ro+ and ro_) makes the term with derivatives vanish. In the 
presence of a bottle, this term must also remain small, since no modulation of the axial 
motion by the transverse modes is observed in simulations. This term, in fact, defines the 
mechanical magnetic moment 1-lm of the ion, 
1-l = .9..(x dy _ y dx ), 
m 2 dt dt 
[2.35] 
which is an approximate constant ofthe motion.15 Note that, in an ideal Penning trap with 
no magnetic bottle, the mechanical magnetic moment reduces to 
[2.36] 
Neglecting spin, the magnetic bottle shifts the axial frequency by 
[2.37] 
In the limit of no magnetron motion, this expression reduces to the shift calculated by 
Laukien12 and presented in Eq. [2.21]. Furthermore, in the limit where ~~BI«Bo over all 
points sampled by the ion trajectory (which occurs for typical orbit sizes, even for 
relatively large B2), the term in the axial equation of motion which involves IBI can be 
expanded about B2 ~ 0: 
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[2.38) 
The term quadratic in B2 can be neglected and helps explain the decoupled axial motion 
observed in the axial simulations, since the axial and transverse coordinates remain 




z [ 2 2B2 ( )] -2 + ro +- J.lrn- J.l z = 0 . 
dt z m 
[2.39) 
Since the case under consideration is a spin 112 ion, J.l = ±gJJ.l B J/2 for m5 = ± 112. Eq. 
[2.39] is now split into an explicitly spin dependent equation, 
[2.40) 
for m5 = ± 1/2. 
This differential equation may be solved by the energy method. 16 Straightforward 
integration of the equation with respect to the axial coordinate gives the potential energy 
per unit mass. Defining spin up and spin down potentials as U+ and U_ , respectively, the 
potential per unit mass is 
Performing the integration, and substituting in Eq. [2.8] for roi, 
[
qVo ( _gJ l) ]2 fzroLo 
U ± = 2 d 2 + J.l rn + 2 J.l B B2 z ± 2 ' 





the only potential energy contribution arises from the Zeeman splitting of the electron spin 
levels in the homogeneous magnetic field B0z; thus, 
U + ( z = 0)- U _ ( z = 0) = fzro LO· [2.43) 
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Note that these potentials are independent of mass, and U+ > U_ up to a crossing point, 
since U_ is steeper than U+ over this region. The two potential curves cross at 
±.JB0 /B2 ; with B0=1 T and B2=1000 Tfm2, the crossing point occurs at 3.16 em, much 
larger than typical trap dimensions, so the crossing points play no role here. The 
difference in axial frequencies due to the different curvatures is negligible; this will be 
corroborated by the negligible weight of the spin-dependent term in the quantum 
perturbation estimate for the axial frequency shift to be presented in Chapter 3. 
The difference in curvature of the two potentials implies that a given amount of 
axial energy will translate into a larger axial amplitude in the shallower (spin up) curve. 
Following the usual notation, Ia.) stands for the spin up (m5=1/2) state, and IJ3) stands for 
the spin down (m5=-112) state. Then, Ia.) ~ IJ3) transitions should cause a change in the 
axial amplitude of a trapped ion. Consider transitions due to 1t pulses precisely at z=O to 
maximize the effect, when all of the axial trapping energy is "stored" as kinetic energy. 
The ion carries this kinetic energy with it when the 1t pulse moves it from one potential to 
the other. Moving between these potentials of different curvature changes the classical 
turning points, i.e., the amplitude ofthe axial motion. Defining z+ as the axial amplitude in 
state I a.), and z_ as that in state I J3), the axial amplitude change for a transition is obtained 
by solving the equation 
[2.44] 
This effect will be employed directly to design techniques for monitoring ESR of trapped 
ions in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3: Quantum Mechanical Description of Ion Motion 
in a Penning Trap 
3.1 Introduction 
A quantum mechanical description of motion in the Penning trap is possible. This 
advantageous tool yields new insight into the motion and makes perturbation estimates of 
modifications due to more complex fields readily available. An early motivation for a 
quantum treatment was that an electron or positron at a temperature of 4 K is not a 
classical particle and, in particular, its cyclotron motion (more so than the magnetron and 
axial motions) must be described quantum mechanically. 1 Since the research proposed in 
this dissertation deals with molecular ions, the need for a quantum mechanical formalism 
must be justified. Other workers2,3 have described ICR by building classical oscillators 
from superpositions of quantum mechanical states. The approach followed here relies 
only on energy eigenstates to yield perturbation results. The classical limit is obtained by 
considering large quantum numbers characteristic of the kinetic energies of interest. This 
provides an easy mechanism to calculate the perturbation of ion motions by modifications 
of the electric and magnetic fields. This is illustrated by the calculation of the radial and 
axial dependence of cyclotron frequency shifts due to the addition of a magnetic bottle 
field. These and other quantum results can be checked against numerical classical 
simulations, providing corroboration of each method. Thus, quantum and classical 
mechanics become complementary techniques in the study of trapped ion motions. 
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3.2 Solutions for the axial and transverse modes 
Brown and Gabrielse1 develop a quantum mechanical treatment that relies on the 
raising and lowering operators for the axial, cyclotron, and magnetron degrees of freedom. 
Since the motions are harmonic, the solution of the quantum harmonic oscillator is readily 
applied to each case. It is best to begin with the axial motion, since it is an exact harmonic 
oscillator in one dimension, with Hamiltonian 
and canonical commutation relation 
[z,pz]=i1i. 
The usual creation and annihilation operators are 
t rrnro; . IC 
az = VVzz-t.\)"2-;;;~Pz, 
with 
[a at]= 1. z' z 
Inverting equations [3.3], 
z = {z;£(a t +a ), 
2mro z z z 
Substituting equations [3.5) into the Hamiltonian [3 .1] yields 










with the usual orthonormal energy eigenkets I k), k=O, 1 ,2, ... with corresponding energies 
E z = hro z ( k + t) [3.7] 
and the creation and annihilation relations 
[3.8a] 
[3.8b] 
The transverse Hamiltonian is quantized in complete analogy to the axial 
Hamiltonian. Cyclotron ( +) and magnetron (-) creation and destruction operators are 
defined from the transverse vectors of equation [2.1 0]: 
a ~ ~ m ( y(±) '!' jy(±)) 
± 2h(ro+-ro_) x Y ' 
[3.9a] 
[3.9b] 
Inserting these into the classical Hamiltonian [2.11] reveals the quantum Hamiltonian: 
H =fzro (ata +.!)-tzro (ata +.!) p +++2 - --2 · [3.10] 
H P is separable into its cyclotron and magnetron components; thus, the transverse energy 
is the sum of the cyclotron and magnetron energies, and its eigenstates are the direct 
products of the cyclotron and magnetron energy eigenstates. Using the index n for the 
cyclotron motion and the index l for the magnetron motion, 
lnl)=ln)®ll), [3 .12] 
with creation and annihilation relations analogous to equations [3.8]. The total 
Hamiltonian for an ion in a Penning trap is 
[3 .13] 
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and the total energy is 
[3.14] 
The transverse coordinates can be written in terms ofthe operators [3 .9]. They depend on 
the sign of the ionic charge, sign( q), through equation [2. 1 0], which defines the transverse 
vectors y(±) . Throughout the remainder of the dissertation, results will be presented for 
the case of a positively charged ion, with sign( q) = 1. The transverse coordinates are 
- ·~ h ( t t ) x-1 ( ) a+-a++a_-a_ , 
2m ro+ -ro_ 
[3.15a] 
(3 .15b] 




and the kinetic momenta are 
(3 .16a] 
[3 .16b] 
Equations [3 .5], [3 .15], and [3 .16] can be used to represent any physical 
observable in terms of the axial, cyclotron, and magnetron creation and annihilation 
operators. Many typical computations are facilitated by this method's commutation 
relations, as will become apparent in the following section: most commutators vanish, and 
the only ones that survive are 
[3.17] 
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3.3 Perturbation calculation of frequency shifts due to a magnetic bottle 
The magnetic bottle was introduced in Chapter 2 (Eqn. [2.13]) as a tool to couple 
spm to trapped ion motions. Semiclassical estimates and the results of numerical 
simulations were presented to describe its effect on motional frequencies. Quantum 
mechanical perturbation theory is useful here, as long as JL1BJ « B0 over the ion orbit. The 
magnetic bottle adds a perturbation Hamiltonian !1H to the Penning trap Hamiltonian 
[3. 13]. As before, it is convenient to restrict this discussion to the case of a spin 1/2 ion; 
the results can be extended easily to ions of different spin. The ion will once again be 
considered a point particle with mass m and spin 1/2 due to a paramagnetic electron, with 
magnetic moment± gillsl/2, where llB is the Bohr magneton. If a represents the Pauli 
spin matrices, the perturbation Hamiltonian is1 
giJ..tsl - -
Mf =--a • Llli- qv • D.A. 
2 
[3 .18] 
M is the modification to the vector potential. In the symmetric gauge, where the vector 




the modification to the vector potential due to the magnetic bottle is 
[3.19] 
[3 .20] 
Since spin is now included in the problem, spin wavefunctions must be accounted 
for. The eigenstates I nkls) of the total system in the absence of the magnetic bottle are 
direct product states ofthe cyclotron, axial, magnetron, and spin eigenstates: 
lnkls) = ln)0lk)0ll)0ls). [3 .21] 
Likewise, the total energy En,k,l,s is the sum 
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[3.22] 
with m5 = ±112, and coLO the Larmor frequency of the electron, 
[3 .23] 
Perturbation theory now gives the first order correction to the energy as4 
tilin,k,/,s = (nklsiMiinkls). [3 .24] 
First order frequency shifts associated with quantum number i are then calculated by 
holding the other three quantum numbers constant and subtracting two adjacent perturbed 
energy levels of i: 
1 
~co· --(till· 1- till·) .-li. 1+ 1' [3 .25] 




The magnetic bottle couples each degree of freedom to the other three. Changes 
in a given quantum number may be monitored by changes in the observed frequency 
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associated with another. This is useful, for example, in the single electron experiments, 
which made use of the first term in ~roz. 1 In a typical laboratory field of 5 T, the electron 
cyclotron frequency v + is about 160 GHz, a microwave frequency too high to be observed 
easily with the current technology. The axial frequency Vz (with v0~10 V and d~.3 em) is 
approximately 60 :MHz, an easily observable radiofrequency. A weak magnetic bottle is 
thus added, coupling the cyclotron motion to the axial oscillation. Changes in the 
cyclotron motion, as well as spin flips, are thus monitored by measuring changes in the 
axial frequency.1 
A quantum mechanical analogue of the classical cyclotron frequency shift [2.20] 
may now be derived. The quantum analogue of the classical radius (squared) of state 
I nkls) is the expectation value of the operator for p2 (Eq. [3 .15c ]), 
[3 .27] 
Since ro+ » roz » ro_, and in the limit of small k, the cyclotron frequency shift [3 .26a] is 
approximately 
q 2 
~ro + ~ --B2p . 
2m 
[3 .28] 
This quantum perturbation expression is equal to the classical shift [2.20]. However, the 
quantum expression is also valid for arbitrary k, a fact that will be important for the 
analysis of experiments proposed later in the dissertation. This functional dependence will 
be exploited to detect small changes in the axial quantum number as cyclotron frequency 
shifts in the presence of a magnetic bottle. 
3.4 Rotating frame calculation of ICR excitation 
The previous section employed perturbation theory to study the effects of a static 
magnetic field gradient. The quantum mechanical formalism is also useful for calculating 
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the behavior of trapped ions subject to oscillating magnetic and electric fields. Such 
calculations are performed in a rotating frame defined by the unperturbed ion modes. To 
illustrate the method, the cyclotron radius change due to ICR excitation by a resonant 
electric field is calculated in this section. 
The calculation begins by using the transverse part H P of the Penning trap 
Hamiltonian (Eq. [3.10]) to define a rotating frame. The lab frame perturbation due to the 
ICR electric field is 
V = qExcos(rot). [3.29] 
This can be rewritten in terms of quantum operators by using the (q > 0) operator 
expression for x, Eq. [3 .15a ], to yield 
[3.30] 
The perturbation is transformed to the rotating frame by expanding the expression 
[3.31] 
via the Baker-Haussdorfformula4 
[3.32] 
where G is a Hermitian operator and A. is a real parameter. The resulting rotating frame 
Hamiltonian is 
V=-qE X i ~ tz 
2 2m(ro+ -ro _ ) 
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+ 
t -i(m-m )t i(m-m_)t+ t i(m+m_)t -i(m+m_)t} a e - -a e a e -a e . 
- - - - [3.33] 
Setting ro = ro+ to meet the ion cyclotron resonance condition and keeping only those 
terms which are constant in the rotating frame, the average rotating frame Hamiltonian 
becomes 
y( 0 L•_ qE ~ h (at - a ) 
2 2m(ro+ -ro_) + + 
[3.34] 
The goal of the calculation is to determine how the radius operator p changes with time 
upon application of the resonant electric field; this is solved via 
[3 .35] 
The initial wavefunction I'¥) is the quantum mechanical representation of the 
(classical) trapped ion motion, and may be solved for by calculating p(t), the position in 
the absence of any perturbation, to yield normal cyclotron and magnetron motion. This 
derivation starts with the general wavefunction 
I'¥)= :Lien Jeicpn Jc/Jeicp/ Jn,/), 
n,l 
[3.36] 
where the coefficient associated with the cyclotron ket In) is written explicitly in terms of 
its magnitude Jcn I and its phase <l>n, and similarly for the magnetron ket. The unperturbed 
position is 
[3.37] 




This expression reduces to 
p( t) ~ i J m(ro :~., _) [~(len+ I lien ie'(oi>. -<l> •• d ,/n +I )e -iro •' 
- ~(ic,_dlc,le'(ol>,-oi>l-l),{t)e-iro_t J [3.39] 
The final solution for the wavefunction now rests on a choice of phase and a classical 
approximation. By definition, both the cyclotron and magnetron phases are chosen to be 
zero along the positive x axis, requiring that the overall motion have the form 
[3 .40] 
where P+ and p_ are the cyclotron and magnetron radii, respectively; note that the· sense 
of rotation is chosen to be clockwise as observed looking along the -z axis, as expected 







Since the wavefunction is to describe classical motion, it is reasonable to assume that the 
probability amplitude distributions for each quantum number will be nonzero over broad 






Equations [3.41] and [3.42] fully determine the wavefunction j'l'). In addition, using 
these assumptions to compare Eqs. [3.39] and (3.40] for p(t) enables the determination of 
the cyclotron and magnetron radii in terms of the average quantum numbers n and T : 
(3.43a] 
p_ = 1 2rz Jl . 
1Jm(ro+ -ro_) 
(3.43b] 
With the correct wavefunction in hand, Eq. (3 . 3 5] for PICR ( t) can be solved by 
first propagating the rotating frame radius under v(o) (Heisenberg picture): 
(3.44] 
Inserting the wavefunction and solving the problem, 
(3.45] 
The cyclotron radius increases linearly with time for qE < 0, but the magnetron radius is 
not affected by the resonant interaction. Using the approximation ro+- ro_ ~roc= qB0/m, 
the radius change can be written 
qEt IEit 
~PicR(t)=- ( ) ~-, 
2m ro+ -ro _ 2B0 
[3.46] 
the well-known result from the ICR literature. s 
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Chapter 4: Proposals for ESR Spectroscopy of Trapped Ions 
4.1 Direct monitoring of ESR in an ion trap 
The first experiment proposed is a general method to obtain the ESR spectrum of 
any small ion with unprecedented resolution under collisionless conditions in a Penning or 
similar ion trap. By encoding ESR transitions into axial frequency shifts of dilute trapped 
ions, spectra will be obtained with a sensitivity increase of at least ten orders of magnitude 
relative to conventional ESR and with unprecedented resolution. 1 The experiment 
exploits the difference in curvature (and thus axial frequency) between the spin up and 
spin down axial potentials presented in Chapter 2. As has been shown, this arises because 
the presence of the magnetic bottle dB couples together the axial, cyclotron and 
magnetron motions and the spin. 
A key illustration of this coupling was the use of the spin-dependent shift of the 
axial frequency to measure the g-factor of the electron2,3•4•5•6 cooled at 4 K to the ground 
state of its cyclotron motion. This seminal experiment of Dehmelt observed random spin 
flips of a single trapped electron as spin-dependent 1 Hz shifts of the 60 MHz axial 
frequency, as predicted by quantum perturbation theory (Eq. [3.26c]). The 
straightforward generalization of this experiment to atomic and molecular ions is not 
practical, however, since the spin-dependent shift, 
[4.1] 
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is inversely proportional to the square root of mass. Using similar trapping values for 100 
amu ions, the axial frequency shift due to an electron spin magnetic moment would be 2 
mHz, and that due to a proton magnetic moment would measure only 4 J..l.Hz. Even with 
significant technical improvements, including the increase of the magnetic bottle strength 
from 150 Tfm2 to 5000 Tfm2 and the lowering of the axial frequency to 20kHz, the ESR 
shift would be 0.6 Hz, while the NMR. shift would remain an impractically small 0.9 mHz. 
A more difficult problem is that the three trapping frequencies and the Larmor 
frequency become inhomogeneously broadened due to the many thermally accessible 
states. Then, I, and k contributions to the perturbed trapping frequencies of Eq. [3 .26] 
are significantly larger than the m5 contribution, obscuring any hope of direct detection of 
spin-dependent behavior over an ion ensemble. Minimizing this by ion cooling methods 
would be time-consuming and reaching a single state of the cyclotron motion is generally 
impractical, since this quantum decreases inversely with mass. 
The approach proposed in this section is to overcome the inhomogeneous 
broadening of the axial motion by convolving spectra taken before and after the spin flip. 
The convolution process will be shown to isolate the spin-dependent behavior for each ion 
within a thermally broadened ensemble. Inhomogeneity of the ESR spectrum is avoided 
by switching off the magnetic bottle during the spin evolution in the proposed 
experimental sequence. 
4.1. a Proposed experimental sequence 
Fig. 4.1 is the time line for the proposed experiment. Ions are created in the cell by 
an ionizing beam along the z axis or, alternatively, are guided into the cell in such a way 
that the trapped orbits have small cyclotron and magnetron radii. 7 The magnetic bottle 
field is on by this point, with B2<0, and the potential difference S b ( 'tb) (b for "before") 
between the end electrodes due to the axial motion of the trapped ions is recorded for a 
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FIG. 4.1. Proposed experimental sequence, as discussed in the text. Times are not 
to scale. 
axial frequency. The bottle field is then turned off adiabatically, i.e., slowly enough to 
conserve the axial action and the mechanical and spin magnetic moments. The ESR may 
now be encoded under homogeneous field conditions. Ideally, this is done in the time 
domain, to allow a high average probability of a spin flip over a large range of ESR 
frequencies without power broadening. Alternatively, as in the example depicted, a 
frequency-domain continuous wave spectrum is produced by weak microwave irradiation 
during a fixed time t 1. The microwave frequency ro is incremented on successive 
repetitions ("shots") to encode the ESR spectrum. Subsequent to the ESR period, the 
magnetic bottle field is restored adiabatically, but with the opposite sign. Again the axial 
voltage is recorded for a period 'trnax and stored as S3 ( 1:3 ) (a for "after"). 
4.1.b Signal processing algorithm: time-reversed product 
The resulting data set consists of two 2D sets Sl; ( 1:<;, ro) , where ~ indicates b or 
a. Each stored axial signal is the sum of signals from individual ions at frequencies ro ~! . 
This section will detail a procedure for processing this data set to extract the spin-
dependent axial frequency differences between the "before" and "after" ESR signals; the 
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procedure is diagrammed in Fig. 4.2. Denote the signal from the nth ion (in axial 
amplitude units) as 
S~ {-rs ,ro) = jz~ I sin( ro ~~'ts + <!>~ )exp( -y z 'ts) [ 4.2] 
where jz~~ is the initial magnitude ofthe axial turning points and the axial phase is 
<1>~ = tan-1[-vznCts = o);ro~~znCts = o)]. [4.3] 
The upper and lower signs again represent the eigenvalues of spin. The decay of the axial 
oscillation due to coupling to a detection circuit is represented by the damping constant 
y z. 2 The axial frequency for each ion, including corrections to ro z due to a negative 
magnetic bottle, can be written from Eq. [2.42] as 
[4.4a] 
= roz _N(f..lm + glf-lBI)+o(B~) . 
mroz 2 
[4.4b] 
The corresponding quantity ro a± for the second detection period is obtained by reversing zn 
[4.5] 
The calculation will focus on values small enough that the terms through first order in B 2 
suffice. Therefore, in the absence of a spin flip, the axial phase due to B2 accumulated 
during 'tb is removed during 'ta. By the same reasoning, the point 'ta = 0 can be chosen 
to begin at an interval L1t subsequent to the end of recording in 't b so that phase 
accumulation due to the rise and fall transients in B2 in this interval is zero. This leaves a 
net phase 8 0 = ro z L1t at 't a = 0 independent of ion orbit, which would be present even in 
the absence of B2 . Thus, in the absence of a spin flip, and including the decay of the orbit 
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If the spin is flipped during the ESR period, then ro ~~ is replaced by ro ~! and, 
since the spin-mediated effect of the transients of B2 now adds constructively, an extra 






independent of ion orbit, where the upper (lower) sign indicates ms=+ 1/2 (ms=-112) 
before MR. Thus, for the case where the spin flips, 
(4.9] 
In order to limit the necessary detection bandwidth, the axial signals are mixed 
with the reference exp( -irort) and single-sideband-filtered to keep only the difference term. 
Foil owing single-sideband mixing, the signals are 
[4.10] 
Now consider the product formed from the "before" and "after" signals of a given 
ion with reversal of the time ordering in the complex conjugate of the "after" signal: 
[4.11] 
There are four distinguishable paths in spin space starting in either state and ending in 
either. Let p ± be the initial probabilities of the two spin states and P( ro) be the probability 
for a stimulated spin transition. With cw irradiation at frequency ro during the time t 1> a 






where y is the gyro magnetic ratio and B 1 is the circulating magnetic field strength. Then 
the expectation value over an ensemble of signals can be written 
( s~a ( t,ro)) = P+ [1- P(ro )]( s~+( t)) + p+P(ro )( s~- ( t)) 
+p_ [1 - P(ro )J( s~- ( t)) + p_P(ro )( s~+ ( t) ) . [4.14] 
Here, for example, s~-( t) is the product due to an ion with spin up in the "before" signal 
and spin down in the "after" signal. The cases where the spin does not flip during ESR 
gtve 
[4.15b] 
The Fourier transform of this expression for the time-reversed product is similar to the 
convolution of the frequency domain signals that would be obtained by Fourier 
transformation of the "before" and "after" signals separately. The oscillatory term in t has 
the valuable property that its frequency 
rob± +roa± - 2ro ::2(ro -ro ) zn zn r z r [4.16] 
is independent ofB2 and of ion and thus ofthe effects of random orbits. This allows fully 
constructive averaging of the magnitude spectrum over shots; the randomness of the phase 
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(due to the range of values of ro ~! ), however, limits one to a small number of contributing 
ions within each shot. In the case of multiple ions in the cell, cross terms between ions 
exist, but vanish on average and have a broad Brdependent spectral range. Since this 
overlaps the observation region 2(roz-IDr), it contributes to the noise, but will be negligible 
relative to the thermal noise for the cases considered of small numbers of ions at a time. 
The fluctuation in the number of ions in the cell from shot to shot can be eliminated as a 
noise source by dividing on each shot by the integral of the central lineshape; frequency-
domain baseline correction before this minimizes other sources of noise. 
The same considerations apply to the other two paths. The important difference is 
that the paths which involve spin flips lead to lines with magnitudes proportional to 
P±P( ro) at the orbit-independent satellite frequencies 
[ 4.17] 
Defining the ESR interferogram S( ro) as the amplitude per ion of the central line 
subtracted from the sum of the satellites gives 
S(ro) = 2P(ro)-1. [4.18] 
Note that this is independent of P± and so has the character of a "flop-in"9 experiment 
where no initial polarization is needed and spin flips in either direction contribute 
identically. 
Noise may be suppressed in the time-reversed product processing by introducing 
"noise blanking." In this procedure, all "before" signals are processed by first being 
Fourier transformed; once in the frequency domain, the original spectrum is then 
"blanked" by applying a threshold function, equal to some number above the mean 
intensity of the spectrum. All peaks above this line are preserved, while the points with 
intensities below the threshold are set to zero. The blanked spectrum is then transformed 
back to the time domain, and subsequently multiplied by the time-reversed "after" signal, 
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as detailed above. The simulations presented in the next section will illustrate this 
procedure. 
4. 1. c Simulations 
The proposed experiment was simulated numerically using exact 3D trajectory 
calculations to confirm the validity ofEq. [4.4a], and then using Eq. [4.4a] to calculate the 
axial signals of ions undergoing the sequence of Fig. 1. Switching times for the magnetic 
bottle were also examined with 3D trajectory simulations to ensure adiabaticity. These 
simulations helped set the switching time parameter to values sufficiently slow to minimize 
the perturbation of the cyclotron and axial motions. The full experimental sequence was 
then simulated by a program employing analytical approximations for all relevant 
processes. 
Magnetic bottle Axial frequency Axial frequency Relative 
strength (T Jm2) from trajectory from Eq. [4.4a] difference 
simulations (Hz) (Hz) (%) 
10 50790 49850 -1.85 
500 52980 52130 -1.60 
1000 55545 54850 -1 .25 
1500 57923 57430 -0.85 
1000 90272 90770 0.55 
Table 4.1. Comparison of axial frequency observed in trajectory simulations to 
that calculated with Eq. [4.4a]. Simulation parameters are discussed in the text . 
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4. l .c (i) Trajectory simulations of axial frequency behavior 
The adequacy of Eq. [4.4a] in describing the axial frequency was tested by 
comparing its predictions with trajectory simulations for various values of the magnetic 
bottle strength. Simulated axial signals were Fourier transformed to extract the axial 
frequency. Singly charged positive ions of I 00 amu mass were simulated with 15 Hz 
resolution in a Penning trap with Bo = 1 T, V0 = 10 V, and d = 1 em. The cyclotron 
radius and the axial amplitude were both 0. 5 em, with negligible energy in the magnetron 
mode. The results, listed in Table 4.1, show excellent agreement between trajectory 
simulations and the axial frequency predicted from the mechanical moment in Eq. [4.4a]. 
4.1.c (ii) Trajectory simulations of magnetic bottle tum-on and tum-off 
A modified version of TRAJ.FOR was written to include the effects of the 
magnetic bottle tum-on and tum-off periods. The bottle was assumed to tum on with a 
rising exponential shape, while the tum-off was modeled with a decaying exponential. Ion 
cyclotron radii (with no magnetron motion) and axial amplitudes were compared before 
and after a bottle was turned on to 1000 Tfm2 and back off again over a total time L\t, 
where each switch (on in L\t/2, off in L\t/2) took place over ten exponential time constants 
-ro = L\t/20. The magnetic bottle was switched on with the form 
AD _ B [( 2 P
2 
JA - ][1 -tj(~t/20)] Lll>on - 2 z -- z- zp - e 
2 
[4.19] 
with the associated electric field 
- B2 2 p A A -t "t 
( 
2 J L\Eon = 2-ro z -4 (yx-xy)(1-e I o ) , [4.20] 
and switched off with the form 
AD - B [( 2 P
2 JA -] -(t- t/2)/(~t/20) Lll>off - 2 z - 2 z- zp e [4.21] 
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Total time (..1t) for bottle Relative cyclotron Relative axial amplitude 
tum-on and tum-off (J.ts) radius change change compared to B2 = 0 
compared to B2 = 0 run run(%) 
(%) 
10 -0.079 32.40 
100 - 0.011 5.35 
1000 -0.00023 0.11 
Table 4.2. Cyclotron radius and axial amplitude shifts observed in simulations of 
magnetic bottle switching. Parameters are explained in the text. 
with the associated electric field 
A~ _ B2 ( 2 P2 )( ~ ~)( 1 -(t- t/2)/ to) l..l..C.off - --- z -- yx- xy - e . 
21:0 4 
[ 4.22] 
Since any effects would be expected to be more pronounced for lighter ions, the 
simulated mass was 2 amu, with Bo = 1 T, v0 = 10 V, and d = 1 em, with initial cyclotron 
radii and axial amplitudes of0.5 em each. Results from simulations without the associated 
electric fields are presented in Table 4.2. The values are presented relative to similar 
simulation runs with B2 = 0 to eliminate numerical errors. The results for ..1t = 1 0 J.l.S were 
compared to the output from a simulation which included the electric fields, and the 
difference between the two calculations was negligible: with the electric fields, the 
cyclotron radius changed by -0.000027% (rather than -0.079 %) and the axial amplitude 
grew by 32.75 % (rather than 32.40 %). Since the electric field strength is inversely 
proportional to the switching time, the electric fields should not change the results shown 
in Table 4.2 appreciably for longer switching times, and were not included in the 100 J.l.S 
and 1 ms runs. 
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The proposed experiment seeks to measure spin-dependent axial frequency shifts 
on the order of I Hz. Other experiments proposed later in this dissertation will create 
similarly sized, spin-dependent shifts of the cyclotron frequency. Any other systematic 
shifts must thus be smaller than this quantity. The radius and amplitude changes 
calculated here will lead to frequency shifts in the presence of a magnetic bottle, as 
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The choice of a 2 amu mass for these simulations again 
provides a "worst case" scenario, since heavier masses are perturbed less readily. With a I 
ms switching time, in a I 000 T fm2 magnetic bottle, the resulting axial amplitude change 
corresponds to a cyclotron frequency change of 0.1 Hz (no axial frequency shift occurs to 
first order in B2). The cyclotron radius change perturbs the axial frequency by I1 J..LHz 
and the cyclotron frequency by 50 mHz. These shifts are all negligible when compared to 
the I Hz shifts to be observed. 
4.I.c (iii) Simulation ofproposed experimental sequence 
The proposed experiment was simulated with the program AXIALCWO.FOR, a 
predecessor of the AXIALIR8.FOR program presented in Appendix B. A positively 
charged ion of IOO amu mass was trapped with B0 = 1 T, IB21 = 5000 T/m2, Yo= 0.5 V, 
d = 0.46548 em (with axial trap length zo = 0.6 em), g = 2.0023, J..lB = 9.285 x I0-24 1/T, 
'tmax = I 0 s, and magnetic bottle switching time ~t = 0. 1 s. The axial amplitude, cyclotron 
and magnetron radii, and resulting J..lm of each ion were chosen randomly, by assuming 
that a 298 K neutral gas was ionized with uniform probability in a cylindrical region of 
radius IO J..Lm coaxial with z, with B2 = -5000 Tfm2 on. The ionization was done with an 
initial trapping voltage of 1. 5 m V and the voltage was subsequently raised adiabatically to 
V o linearly in 0. 1 s. Ions with higher values of J..lm were thus preferentially detrapped due 
to the cancellation of part of the low electrostatic trapping potential by the magnetic bottle 
term, constraining the range of allowed axial frequencies (through Eq. [ 4.4]), keeping all 
ion signals within the detection bandwidth used (205 Hz). In addition, the subsequent 
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increase in trapping depth to v 0 compressed the axial orbits to have lzmaxl < zo/2, thereby 
avoiding the regions of the cell where anharmonicity would be induced by deviations in the 
form of the trapping fields. To increase the signal amplitude, the axial motion was excited 
by a 1 V, 5 ~-tsec voltage pulse, which would have excited an ion with zero axial energy to 
a 0.1 em amplitude; this pulse was still weak enough that ions were not excited to the 
anharmonic regions of the cell. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, 100 shots were 
simulated for each point in ro. The number of ions per shot has Poisson statistics with an 
average of ten ions remaining trapped per shot. This is 1.3 % of the ions formed, the 
others being in orbits that collide with the ion trap surfaces. New ions were chosen for 
each shot, but, if desired, the same ions could be used for successive repetitions. 
The stimulated spin transitions were induced by a microwave field with B 1 = 0. 1 
G; this can be achieved with microwave power of 10 W, easily attained for the electron 
resonance frequency in a 1 T magnetic field (::: 30 GHz). The field is assumed to be on 
during t 1 = 1. 79 J.lSec, which gives unity probability for a spin transition at resonance. The 
spectrum of a single ESR line 2 MHz off resonance was simulated by sweeping the 
microwave frequency over 40 points in 250 kHz steps, giving a 10 MHz bandwidth. 
Fig. 4.3 is a simulation of the signals including noise. Axial detection in each 
period took place over tmax = 10 sec, giving 0.1 Hz resolution. The signals were mixed 
with the reference frequency ro-/27t = 23748.3 Hz. The relationship between single-ion 
signal and axial amplitude is e = qK ro z (z2 ) 112 .2 With a detector input impedance of 
nns 2zo 
108 n, the axial energy decay rate due to the measurement is a negligible yzl27t = 17 mHz. 
White noise equal to the Johnson noise of a 108 n resistance at 4.2 K was added to each 
record. 
The frequency domain signal from a single detection period is shown in Fig. 4.3(a). 
The axial frequencies of the 12 ions present in this shot are indicated by arrows. Note that 
the phases are random and the sensitivity at this point is marginal for single ions with the 
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assumed level of electrical noise. As outlined in the previous section, all "before" signals 
were processed by first being Fourier transformed. Once in the frequency domain, the 
original spectrum (e.g., Fig. 4.3(a)) was then "blanked" by applying a threshold function, 
equal here to three standard deviations above the mean intensity of the spectrum. All 
peaks above this line are preserved, while the points with intensities below the threshold 
are set to zero, as in Fig. 4.3(b); note that, in this example, 9 of the original 12 ion peaks 
survived the procedure. The blanked spectrum was then transformed back to the time 
domain, and was subsequently multiplied by the time-reversed "after" signal. In Fig. 4 .3(c) 
the transforms of the time-reversed products are shown for 5 of the 40 values of ro 
simulated. Fig. 4.3(d) shows the resulting ESR spectrum, which reveals the simulated 2 
l\.11-lz offset line with adequate signal-to-noise ratio ~ 4. The total experimental time 
corresponding to the simulation is ~ 24 hours. 
4.1. d Discussion 
If the electron experiences hyperfine coupling to nuclear spins in the ion, then there 
will be multiple resonance frequencies ~ro. Spin-rotation and spin-orbit coupling will 
introduce additional structure. 10 Since the electron Larmor frequency can be made much 
higher than these couplings, the analysis generalizes: S(ro) is the autocorrelation function 
of the off-diagonal density matrix elements excited by the microwave pulses, mapped out 
by incrementing ro and repeating the experiment. The number of bits needed at each value 
of ro and the number of different values of ro will depend on the complexity of the 
spectrum. 
The only broadening mechanisms relevant are those that lead to time dependence 
of a single ion's orbit during one shot. Aside from loss of energy to the detection circuit 
which leads to a minor damping of the axial amplitude, the other general linewidth 
mechanism is collisions with neutrals or other ions. In the absence of a detailed theory, it 
is simply noted that the latter can be eliminated by working, if necessary, with a single ion 
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Fig. 4.3. Results of numerical simulation outlined in the text. (a) Fourier transform of 
signal from a single shot. The arrows indicate the 12 ions present. (b) The same 
transform after "blanking." (c) Time-reversed products for five frequencies with 
resonance offsets as labeled. (d) The ESR signal S(co). 
in the cell at one time and the former by working under collisionless conditions. In ICR, 
non-reactive, ion-neutral interactions are described by the reduced collision frequency, 11 
and made negligible(< 1 Hz) at room temperature by operating at pressures below 10-8 
torr. 
Aside from the phenomenal sensitivity increase, the method as proposed is capable 
of recording single-ion spectra at resolution limited only by experimenter patience. 
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Resolution for spin-related Hamiltonian parameters will easily surpass that of existing 
approaches for highly reactive species: matrix-isolation studies (2:: 100 kHz)10 or hyperfine 
analysis of high-energy transitions (2:: 1 MHz). 12 This will allow unprecedented high 
precision measurements of the many quantities which will determine the line frequencies: 
magnetic moments, hyperfine splittings, spin-rotation coupling, tunneling splittings, and 
electric field gradients. 
The technique proposed may also be used for high-sensitivity nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of any sample in any phase that can be obtained with 
strong nuclear spin ordering and converted to trapped ions. Modulation of this order by 
NMR will appear as modulation of the hyperfine multiplet intensities in the ESR of ions 
produced and detected within the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time. In addition, one 
may also propose schemes which employ spin-dependent work on the trapped ion motions 
to produce larger frequency shifts than those obtained in this section. Techniques 
involving spin-dependent work are proposed for both ESR (in the remainder of this 
chapter) and NMR (in Chapter 5). 
4.2 Jon orbit nudging through resonance inducing cyclotron kinematics: an 
IONTRICK for spin-dependent work 
In the previous section, the existence of spin-dependent axial potentials allowed 
the development of a novel magnetic resonance spectroscopy of ions, where spin flips 
would be detected as small shifts in the monitored axial frequency. A single spin flip was 
used to incorporate ESR information. The procedure proposed in this section will employ 
additional spin flips to magnify the spin dependence of the ion motions. The extra flips 
will perform spin-dependent work on the axial mode, and the corresponding energy 
change will be detected via its shift of the cyclotron frequency in the presence of the 
magnetic bottle. 13 Since manipulation of the ion orbit in a spin-dependent fashion will be 
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made to yield shifts in the observed cyclotron spectrum, the technique has been named 
"ion orbit nudging through resonance inducing cyclotron kinematics" (IONTRICK). 
For a given amount of axial energy, the amplitude of the axial oscillation contains 
information on the spin state of an ion. It will be shown that spin flips synchronized with 
the axial oscillation of an ion change the axial amplitude and thus serve as a test of the 
original spin state. The sign of the change depends on the original spin state, analogous to 
the situation in a Stem-Gerlach experiment. The magnitude of the change can be 
magnified by using multiple flips. Even so, the change in axial amplitude will usually be 
small and impractical to detect by direct observation of the axial motion. However, 
because of the coupling of the cyclotron motion to the axial motion mediated by a strong 
magnetic bottle, the amplitude change can be detected as a shift in the cyclotron 
frequency. Examination ofEq. [3 .26a] shows that an increase in axial amplitude (i.e., an 
increase in the axial quantum number k ) should produce an increase in the cyclotron 
frequency for a positively charged ion. 
4.2.a Axially synchronized spin flip cycles 
The mechanism proposed uses the difference in the curvatures ofU+ and U_ as an 
energy pump or drain, depending on the initial spin state. Spin flips take place via 1t pulses 
at two different frequencies, corresponding to the resonances connecting the potentials at 
z :::::: 0 and z :::::: ±z1. Since feasible 1t pulse times for electrons are as low as :::::: 10 nsec, the 
pulses are considered instantaneous on the axial timescale. At z = 0, the resonance 
frequency is just the Larmor frequency roLO. At z = ± z1, however, the frequency rou is 
given by (using Eq. [2.42] for the spin-dependent axial potentials, accurate to first order in 
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Fig. 4.4. Effects of one axial cycle with synchronized spin flips . 1t pulses of 
frequency roLO flip the spin as the ion goes through z=O (steps 1 and 3), while 1t pulses of 
frequency roLl flip the spin as the ion moves toward the origin through z=±z1. There is a 
net energy change after a full cycle, but spin is conserved. (a) Spin is up initially. (b) Spin 
is down initially. The dimensions are not to scale; differences in the curvatures of the two 
potentials are greatly exaggerated. 
It is assumed initially, for simplicity, that the axial motion has been previously excited by a 
voltage pulse to the trapping electrodes to a reasonably large initial amplitude, zA (.05 to 
.5 em), so that the distribution of axial velocities is small compared to the mean axial 
velocity. Thus there will be a definite phase of the axial motion to which the magnetic 
resonance pulses will be synchronized. The roLl spin flipping positions, ± z1, are chosen 
as large as possible, but smaller than zA by at least 10%, to ensure that the axial amplitude 
is still greater than z1 after a given spin flipping experiment. 
To distinguish between the two possible initial spin states, the spin flip sequence is 
chosen so that it will decrease the axial energy if the initial state is I a.), and increase the 
axial energy if the initial state is I J3) . A total of four 1t pulses are given in each axial 
period, as shown in Figs. 4.4. The ion is assumed to be at z ~ zA at time zero, and moving 
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toward the origin. Consider first the case where the initial spin state is Ia.), as in Fig 4.4a. 
The ion experiences a 1t pulse (frequency roLo) as it passes through the origin, and moves 
to the U_ potential, losing energy tzroLO in the process (step 1 in Fig. 4.4a). Having gone 
from a shallower curve to a steeper curve, the ion turns at some point closer to the origin 
than -zA, and then undergoes a spin flip (1t pulse of frequency rou) as it moves through-
z1, gaining energy lirou from the transition (step 2 in Fig. 4.4a). It is this step that sets an 
upper bound for z1, since the turning point of the ion while in the U_ potential must 
always be farther from the origin than ±z1. Steps 3 and 4 of Fig. 4 .4a are similar to steps 
1 and 2, respectively. At the end of one axial period, the ion has lost an amount of energy 
equal to 21i( co LO -co L1). If this is repeated over N such cycles, the axial amplitude 
decreases to a value zN+ such that 
[4.24] 
The explicit solution ofthis equation is 
2 2Nii(roLo -rou) z - ---,------,.----
A qVo ( g ) - ~m--I~BI B2 
2d2 2 
[4.25] 
The energy gaining case, where the initial spin state is I J3), is analogous to the 
situation just described. The ion starts at z ~ zA at time zero in the spin down potential. 
As it moves through the origin, a 1t pulse of frequency coLO sends the ion to the spin up 
potential, with energy gain tzroLO (step 1 in Fig. 4.4b). The ion turns at a point beyond-
zA, since it has gone from a deeper to a shallower curve, then returns toward the origin. 
A 1t pulse of frequency rou flips the spin as the ion moves through -z 1, with energy loss 1z 
cou (step 2 in Fig. 4.4b). Steps 3 and 4 of Fig. 4.4b are analogous to steps 1 and 2, 
respectively. In contrast to the preceding case, the ion has gained a total amount of 
energy equal to 2tz( ro LO - ro L1) after one axial period. If N such cycles are performed, 
the axial amplitude increases to a value zN- such that 
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[4.26] 
Solving this equation, 
(4.27] 
The axial amplitude changes predicted here are substantiated by exact numerical 
simulations of the full classical motion. A version of TRAJ.FOR designed to flip the spin 
instantaneously at z=O and z=±z1 at the times indicated above, and in Fig. 4.4, with axially 
synchronized spin flip cycles, shows axial amplitude changes that match Eqs. [4.25] and 
[4.27]; sample results are presented in Table [4.3] This agreement increases confidence in 
the approximations used to justifY an expression for the axial potential good to first order 
in the magnetic bottle strength B2 and coupled to the transverse motions only through the 
mechanical magnetic moment J.lm· The axial motion can indeed be considered decoupled 
from the transverse motions. The simple physical picture of two axial potentials differing 
only because of the spin state of the ion is valid. 
As stated previously, these changes in axial amplitude will be monitored via shifts 
in the cyclotron frequency. This can be understood qualitatively by supposing that the 
cyclotron frequency is proportional to the average magnetic field experienced over an 
axial period. Greater axial amplitude carries the ion into the region where the magnetic 
bottle contribution B2z2 is more important. More precisely, the spin-dependent shifts due 
to the magnetic bottle will be shifted further by the spin-dependent change in the axial 
quantum number k. Squaring the quantum operator for z (Eq. [3.5a]) and taking its 
expectation value in a pure state I nk/s), a quantum analogue of the square of the axial 
amplitude is obtained. Rearranging this and solving for k, 
mro z ( z2) 1 




Parameter Run 1 Run2 Run3 Run4 
Original spin orientation Ia.) 113) 113) 113) 
N 109 109 10000 10000 
P+ (em) 0.5 0.5 0.05 0.5 
Trajectory integration time 5x 10-9 5x10-9 6 .9x 10-8 6.9x 1o-s 
step (s) 
Trajectory integration 500 500 10 10 
resolution (Hz) 
zN±-zA (!lm) expected from -0.78 0.78 73.7 71.2 
Eqs. [4.25] and [4.27] 
zN±- zA (11m) observed in -0.69 0.69 72.3 61.2 
trajectory integration 
Table 4.3. Axial amplitude changes due to axially synchronized spin flip cycles: 
the changes predicted via Eqs. [4.25] and [4.27] are compared to results from numerical 
trajectory simulations, produced by a version of TRAJ.FOR (see Appendix A). 
Simulation parameters are listed in the table. In all runs, m = 1 00 amu, q = + 1, B0 = 1 T, 
Vo = 10 V, d = 1 em, B2 = 1000 Tfml , zA = 0.5 em, z1 = 0.4 em, p_ = 0, and the ion is 
assumed to have the magnetic moment of an unpaired electron spin. 
Assuming that the quantum numbers n and I for transverse motion remain constant, the 
observed shift after a spin flipping experiment is 
8 = ~ ( ~ro + ) = ~ro + [ k ( z N ) ] - ~ro + [ k ( z A ) ] . [4.29] 
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Examining Eq. [3.26a] for the perturbative shift of the cyclotron frequency due to the 
magnetic bottle, and assuming qB2 >0, it is determined that ~ro+ increases with increasing 
k. Thus, the energy gaining experiment, where the initial state is I J3), produces a positive 
frequency shift, while the energy losing case, with initial state I a), leads to a negative 
shift. 
Inserting Eqs. [3.26a] and [4.28], and remembering that ro+ » ro_, 
[4.30] 
for initial spin ms = ±1/2. The 1/m dependence, which comes from the usual sensitivity of 
cyclotron frequency to mass, means that heavier ions require a greater number of spin flip 
cycles to separate spin states by a given cyclotron frequency difference. For a fixed trap 
size (d), the trapping voltage (Vo) may be adjusted for heavy ions to compensate for the 
mass effect. Inspection ofEqs. [4.25] and [4.27] reveals that the axial amplitude change 
depends on I/ .JYo, in the limit of a small magnetic bottle and/or small mechanical 
magnetic moment; specifically, this is the limit of ro ~ » J...lmB2 jm. Expressing 8 in terms 
of the fundamental experimental parameters, for initial spin ms = ±1/2, 
[4.31a] 
[4.31b] 
This suggests that, with a limited frequency resolution in the detection mechanism, the 
applicability of the spin flipping technique may be extended to larger ions by lowering the 
trapping potential instead of resorting to very long trains of 1t pulses, in the limit of a small 
bottle. Estimating the practical limit of this process requires a thorough exploration of ion 
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cooling and trapping with low potentials. In the following, values of V 0 near those of 
known trapping experiments will be assumed. 
4. 2. b Calculated shifts for typical experiments 
The inverse mass dependence of the axially synchronized spin flip effect (Eq. 
[4.30]) makes the choice of a small ion appropriate for the first experiments. The smallest 
molecular ion, Hr, has one unpaired electron and is therefore a good test ion. Typical 
numbers for the detection of its electronic spin state via ICR follow. However, with future 
experiments in mind, numbers are also presented for a spin 1/2 ion of 100 amu mass. The 
Penning trap considered has a characteristic dimension of 1 em, with Bo = 1 T, and a 
strong magnetic bottle, with B2 = 1000 T fm2. The cyclotron radius and the axial 
amplitude are both assumed excited to 0.5 em. Under these conditions, the cyclotron 
frequency (in the absence of the bottle) of H r is approximately 7. 6 MHz, and that of the 
100 amu ion is 150 kHz. 
With a trapping voltage of 10 V, 10 axially synchronized spin flip cycles give a 
cyclotron shift of± 1 Hz; thus, spin up and spin down are separated by 2 Hz. The voltage 
dependence discussed above may be put to experimental advantage by reducing Vo to 5 V, 
giving the same shift with 8 cycles. At a trapping voltage of 10 V, the 100 amu ion 
requires 180 cycles to give a ±1 Hz shift. Reducing v0 to 5 V decreases the number of 
cycles to 93; reducing V 0 further to 1 V decreases the number of cycles to 24. 
4.2.c Proposed IONTRICK experimental sequence 
Cyclotron frequency differences of the magnitude predicted above would be 
readily observed in ordinary I CR. However, in the presence of the bottle needed to couple 
spin and space variables, the distribution of thermal energies would give rise to 
distributions of cyclotron frequencies which would obscure the spin effects. This can be 
seen by substituting into Eq. [3 .26a] values of the quantum numbers n, k, and I typical of 
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I Bottle on \ I Bottle on l 
X x 
Dl I 01 N7t I 00 00 I N7t 10 tl 
Ions Axial Detect Axial Spin Axial Detect 
injected drive cycle evolution cycle 
cooled ICR flips flips 
Fig. 4.5. Experimental sequence for magnetic resonance by ion cyclotron 
resonance via IONTRICK. 
ion ensembles at ambient temperatures. At 300 K this effect gives an inhomogeneous 
distribution of the cyclotron frequency equal to ~ 15% of its center value. The small shifts 
o± must be measured despite this distribution. This can be achieved via measurements of 
the cyclotron frequency taken before and after a magnetic resonance evolution period in 
which the bottle field is absent. Suppose the cyclotron frequency of an ion is measured 
just before applying N spin-flipping axial cycles. Let the initial measured frequency be 
co+(t=O} and let the time after theN cycles be tN. Then, co+(t=tN) is co+(t=O}+o± for ms = 
±1/2. After the application of another set of N cycles, ending at time t2N, co+(t=t2N) is 
co+(t=0)+2o± forms= ±1/2. However, if some event caused a spin flip between the first 
and the second set of N cycles, co+(t=t2N) would be co+(t=O) for both spins. In the 
following, it is assumed that the only significant mechanism of spin flips in the period 
between the 7t trains is Larmor frequency irradiation. Spin-lattice relaxation is assumed 
negligible, since no effective mechanism is present for small molecules under collisionless 
conditions. 
ESR information is encoded by providing a variable mechanism for spm 
reorientation between the two sets ofN spin-flipping axial cycles. After the first set ofN 
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cycles, the bottle field is turned off (to make the magnetic resonance spectrum 
independent of the translational quantum numbers), and a rt/2 pulse is applied, followed 
by another one at a variable time t 1 later. The bottle is then turned on again, the second 
set of N cycles is applied, and the cyclotron frequency is measured. As t 1 is varied from 
one run to the next in multiples of the axial period 2rt/roz, the probability of finding the ion 
in one spin state or the other oscillates, and ESR is observed via the cyclotron shifts. 
Specifically, each ion exhibits one ofthree outcomes: a shift by 28+, a shift by 28_, or no 
shift. If ~ro is the resonance offset, the probability of the first two outcomes is 
f[l+cos(~rot1 )] each, and that of the third is f[l-cos(~rot 1 )]. The signal S(t1) 
consists of one bit (a zero or a one) placed in each of these three "channels." To obtain an 
accuracy of at least M bits in each channel, the single-ion experiment must be repeated 4M 
times for each value oft 1. The number of bits needed and the number of points in t 1 will 
depend on the complexity of the spectrum S(ro1) , the Fourier transform of S(t1) . 
If the experiment is performed on a single ion, the same ion may be used again as 
t1 is varied, or a new ion of the same species may be trapped. Because of the probabilistic 
nature of the spin state transitions, however, it will save time to perform this experiment 
on small clouds of ions. Since the distribution of cyclotron frequencies ro+(t=O) is orders 
of magnitude greater than the shifts 8±, there is negligible probability of the signal from 
two ions falling in overlapping ranges. Thus the limit on the number of ions will likely be 
determined by ion-ion interactions, a subject of future study. 
A schematic timing diagram for the experiment is presented in Fig. 4. 5. It includes 
an initial period of axial and ICR excitation; this is advantageous, since larger axial and 
cyclotron amplitudes increase both the strength of the signal observed, and the effects of 
the magnetic bottle. It may also be necessary to repeat the ICR excitation pulse before 
every run, since the cyclotron frequency detection circuit will damp the cyclotron motion 
considerably, as discussed below. 
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4.3 Experimental considerations 
A variety of experimental issues has been addressed in order to quantity the 
technical challenges posed by the proposals presented in this chapter. The effect of 
microwave pulses on trapped ion motions will be shown to be insignificant. The 
application of microwave power for ESR pulses, however, will be enhanced by using the 
normal modes of cylindrical microwave cavity operated as a Penning trap. A novel tool, 
selective detrapping of ions by a magnetic bottle in the presence of a weak axial trapping 
potential, will be developed. A dechirping algorithm to extract sharp cyclotron frequency 
information in spite of continuous chirping of the signal during the detection process will 
be derived. 
4.3.a Cylindrical Penning trap and microwave cavity 
The hyperbolic Penning trap described above provides a highly precise electrostatic 
field by virtue of its design. Further precision is possible through the use of small 
compensation electrodes (see Fig. 1), and careful design of trap geometry enables 
compensation without distortion of roz.l4 However, this type of trap requires delicate 
machining, and is thus exceedingly difficult to build. A cylindrical Penning trap, a simple 
cylindrical ring with flat endplates, is a better choice for the proposed experiment. 15 With 
orthogonal anharmonicity compensation, the trap is suitable for high precision work. 
Furthermore, this trap forms a microwave cavity with well-known properties, 2 an 
important consideration in achieving electron resonance. Final design of the actual trap 
used will involve the numerical solution of Laplace's equations to find an adequate choice 
of parameters providing stable and precise trapping over a large volume (up to :::::.5 em 
radius). The boundary conditions will be complicated by the various necessary 
imperfections of the trap. Several holes will be needed for Ion injection, vacuum, 
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mtcrowave irradiation, etc. In addition, the cylindrical ring will be split into four 
quadrants; thus, the trapping ring will also excite ICR and detect cyclotron motion. 
Several issues related to the design of a combination microwave cavity and 
Penning trap are discussed below. These include two approaches to studying the effect of 
microwave pulses (for ESR) on the trapped ion motions. The first of these uses the direct 
approach of trajectory simulations; the second approximates the pulses via the 
ponderomotive potential.l6 In order to understand the form of this potential, the structure 
of the normal modes of a cylindrical microwave cavity will be quantified, and particular 
modes will be chosen for the proposed experiments. 
4.3.a (i) Microwave pulse effect on ion motion studied via full trajectory simulations 
The first approach used to investigate the consequences of applying strong 
microwave pulses to trapped ions employed a trajectory simulation based on the numerical 
integration program TRAJ.FOR (see Appendix A). This version added the magnetic and 
electric fields due to microwave radiation to the standard Penning trap electromagnetic 
configuration (this was done in the DERIVS subroutine of TRAJ.FOR). Simulations with 
this program showed a negligible microwave contribution to the ion motion. 
The microwave field, composed of the magnetic component B1 and the electric 
component E 1, is described by the equations 
B1 = Bt[xcos(rot)+ysin(rot)] [4.32] 
and 
E1 = EI[xsin(rot)-ycos(rot)] . [4.33] 
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Parameter Run 1 Run2 Run3 
Simulation length ( s) 1.84x 1o-s 1.84x 10-8 1.78x 10-6 
P+ (em) 0.05 0.5 0.5 
~x =final x (Xo0 ) with microwaves 3.0x 10-8 3.0x10-8 1.7x 10-8 
minus final x (Xofl) without microwaves 
(m) 
~X I Xoff 6x1o-s 6x 10-6 -6x10-5 
~y =final y (y00) with microwaves -2.8x1o-1o -2.8x IQ-10 -2.0x 10-8 
minus final y (y0 ff) without microwaves 
(m) 
~y I Yoff 3x1o-5 3x 10-6 4x10-6 
~z =final z (z00) with microwaves -4.3x 1 o-15 -4.4x 10-14 -3.0x 10-10 
minus final z (z0 ff) without microwaves 
(m) 
~z I Zoff -9x i0-13 -9x io-12 -7xi0-8 
Table 4.4. Translational coordinate changes due to microwave pulses with ro = 28 
GHz and B1 = 10 G, simulated with a version of TRAJ.FOR (see Appendix A). 
Simulation parameters are listed in the table. In all runs, m = 100 amu, q = + 1, B0 = 1 T, 
Yo= 10 V, d = 1 em, B2 = 1000 Tlm2, zA = 0.5 em, p_ = 0; the ion is assumed to have 
the magnetic moment of an unpaired electron spin, and the integration time step is 1 x 1 o-12 
s. 
The experimentally reasonable value B1 = 10 G, which gives a 1t pulse time of 17.8 nsec, 
implies a corresponding electric field strength E1 = 3 kVIcm. Assuming the ion under 
study to be a 100 amu paramagnetic ion (with an unpaired electron spin supplying the 
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magnetic moment), the Larmor frequency is rou/27t = 28.01 GHz at z = 0 and roul27t = 
27.57 GHz at z1 = 0.4 em. The integration time step of 1x1o-12 s thus sampled the ion 
motion 35 times per microwave period. Simulations were performed over lengths of time 
equal to both 1 pulse and 100 pulses; the results of runs with and without the microwave 
field were compared. 
The results, presented in Table 4.4, show translational changes that are negligible 
compared to the axial amplitude change expected from the axially synchronized spin flip 
sequence. For example, the simulation with 1 00 pulses showed an axial coordinate 
decrease of 4 x 1 o-12 m. A 1 00 pulse sequence is equivalent to 25 axially synchronized 
spin flip cycles, which, under conditions similar to those in Table 4.3, would change the 
axial amplitude by 2x 1 o-7 m. This is larger than the microwave pulse effect by a factor of 
50000, suggesting that the effect of microwave radiation of trapped ion motions is 
negligible. 
4.3.a (ii) Microwave pulse effect on ion motion studied with the ponderomotive potential 
for cylindrical cavity modes 
While the simulations presented in the previous section suggest that the microwave 
field necessary to stimulate ESR transitions does not perturb the ion motion appreciably, 
the results do not offer complete proof of this. An in-depth study via direct trajectory 
integration should include a study of convergence as a function of the time step used; it is 
likely that sampling each microwave period 35 times, as was done above, does not provide 
sufficiently accurate results. However, further work by this method would be time-
consuming and limited by current computational power. The fact that the microwave 
frequency is much higher than all of the trapped ion frequencies, however, allows the 
introduction of an effective, time-independent "ponderomotive" potential. 16 With it, the 
ion motion under the effect of microwave irradiation may be simulated while still using the 
cyclotron period as the relevant sampling time scale. 
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Irradiation at a frequency ro much greater than all of the trapped ion motional 
frequencies (ro+,ro-,roz) allows the use of the oscillation-center approximation.16 
Microwave radiation may then be accounted for via a ponderomotive potential <I>, 
[4.34] 
where Eo is the time-averaged microwave field strength. The oscillation center r0 of the 
ion experiences the acceleration 
[4.35] 
Poole17 gives equations for the standing magnetic and electric fields in a cylindrical 







where Ho is the maximum magnetic field strength in the cavity, Jm is the regular Bessel 
function of order m, J ~ is its derivative with respect to the argument. Furthermore, 
[4.37a] 
k = p1t 
z d ' 
[4.37b] 
with d the cavity length, a the cavity radius, and (kca)mn the nth root of the mth order 
Bessel function J m ( kc r). 
It is clear from the magnetic field equations that the TM021 mode is excellent for 
delivering 1t pulses at z = 0, while the TMo22 mode provides power for pulses closer to 
the axial ends of the cavity. Restricting the discussion tom= 0, 




Evaluating the necessary partial derivatives, 




Before proceeding further, units will be examined, and Ho will be replaced with the 
more experimentally suited quantities of power P (in watts) and loaded cavity quality 
factor Q. The derivative equations are in MKS units, so E is in volt/meter, lengths are in 
meters, and Ho is in ampere/meter. Poolel7 gives an approximate expression relating the 
magnetic field strength H 1 (in G = oersted) in a cavity to P and Q: 
[4.41] 
where V w is the volume of 1 wavelength in the waveguide and V c is the volume of the 
cavity. (This equation is used only as an estimate, since it is really for a TE01 waveguide 
only.) Since 1 amp/m = 47tx1o-3 oersted, 
Ho [in ampfm J = H 1 [in gauss= oersted] x [ am~:m ] . 
4 1t x 1 0 oersted 
[4.42] 
Combining the last two equations, and using the approximation H 1 = ~ (Hi ) , 
[4.43] 
Using a cavity of 4 em length and 1 em radius, and approximating the waveguide cross-
section as 1 cm2 and the wavelength as 1 em, the volume ratio is V wfV c = 1/( 47t), and the 
square of the magnetic field isH~ ~ O.SPQ. 
This discussion now culminates with the calculation of the acceleration a 
contributed to the trapped ion motion by the ponderomotive potential. Combining the 
ponderomotive equations, 
[4.44] 
this expression is then expanded, separated into its Cartesian components, and inserted 
into the DERIVS subroutine of a version ofthe TRAJ.FOR trajectory integration program 
(see Appendix A). 
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Several simulations were carried out with such a program, integrating the 
equations of motion for H; in a magnetic field of 1 T, with trapping potential V 0 = 1 V, 
characteristic trap dimension d = 1. 5 em, and no magnetic bottle. Motion was simulated 
over the course of 1 J..lS, with a sampling time of 10-11 sec, allowing the observation of a 
total of seven cyclotron periods and one quarter of an axial period (co.j2n = 7.6 MHz, co_ 
12n 3.5 kHz, and co.z12n =232kHz). Results for pulses applied with TMo21 and TMo22 
modes were compared, using PQ values of zero and 105 W. The translational positions 
and velocities were converted into quantum numbers to extract the mode energies. The 
quantum numbers were found to remain constant in all cases, indicating that the 
microwave pulses have a negligible effect on the ion motions. This is easily understood in 
terms of the ponderomotive potential, since it scales inversely with the square of the 
applied frequency. 
4.3.b Selectit'e ion detrapping with the magnetic bottle 
It is often necessary to control the spread in orbits over an ensemble in an ion trap. 
Most techniques for this involve cooling schemes or control of the initial neutral gas or the 
ionization conditions. An alternative method is presented in this section to selectively 
make the axial motion detrapped for ions with transverse orbits beyond a threshold value. 
This scheme, employed in the ESR proposal depicted in Fig. 4.1, operates by adjusting 
two independent parameters in the expression for the axial potential. One of these terms 
depends on the transverse orbit and can be used to make the axial potential repulsive for 
ions with too large a mechanical magnetic moment. 
The expression for the axial frequency in the presence of a magnetic bottle, 
neglecting spin, can be written from Eq. [2.42] as 




For bound axial motion, the ions oscillate harmonically with this frequency. However, if 
qV~ + 21lm82 s 0, the motion is unbound, and ions are detrapped. Neutrals may be 
md m 
ionized with V 0 positive and B2 negative such that ions will be detrapped immediately if 
[4.46] 
Expanding the expression for the mechanical magnetic moment, 
[4.47] 
As a numerical example, consider a singly charged positive ion of mass 100 amu in 
a Penning trap with characteristic dimension d = 1 em, a magnetic bottle strength B2 = -
1000 Tfm2, and a 1 T magnetic field. Ionization under a trapping voltage Yo = 1 V 
produces axially bound ions only for cyclotron radii P+ s 1.8 mm, with the equal sign 
being the limit of zero magnetron radius p_. 
4.3.c Signal detection 
Detection circuits for the axial and cyclotron motions are shown in Fig. 4.6. The 
circuits are entirely analogous, since both detect the image currents produced on opposing 
plates by the motion of charge in the trap. The axial circuit (Fig. 4.6a) uses the trap 
endplates for driving and detecting the axial motion, while the cyclotron circuit (Fig. 4.6b) 
uses two opposing quadrants of the slit cylindrical ring. The drive voltage in each case is 
used for coherent excitation of the respective modes. The resistor damps the motion by 
removing energy from the observed oscillation. 
4 .3.c (i) Single-ion sensitivity 
The proposals presented in this chapter rely on the electrical detection of trapped 
ion motions with single-ion sensitivity. Single molecular ions (e.g., N;) have been 
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Fig. 4.6. Detection and driving circuits. (a) Axial circuit. (b) Cyclotron circuit. 
Adapted from Ref. 2. 
consists of a superconducting tank and transformer stage leading into a superconducting 
quantum interference device (SQUID) detector. For such a circuit with quality factor Q, 
effective inductance L, resonance frequency ro, and detection bandwidth B, the time-
domain signal-to-noise ratio is 
~ - I ~ 
N- rmsV~' 
[4.48] 
where T is the temperature of the circuit, ks is Boltzmann's constant, and the rms current 
is given by 
lrms = K ~q'Vo izAI. 
2 2m dz0 
[4.49] 
The ion's axial amplitude is denoted by JzAJ, while d is the Penning trap characteristic 
dimension, zo is half the trap axial length, and K is a constant of order unity. Combining 
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Parameter Value cited in Ref 19 Value proposed for ESR 
experiments 
n· 1 10 1 
lzAI (em) 0.02 0.25 
roz12n (kHz) 160 23.750 
Q 12000 300 
L(H) 5.7x10-3 0.5 
B (Hz) 13 79 
time-domain SIN 5 0.1 
Table 4.5. Extension of SQUID detection to more massive ions, with lower 
Q. 
these two equations with the definition of the axial frequency, ro z = ~ q v0 / md 2 , to reveal 
the main trends in the signal-to-noise ratio, 
S ro 3/2Ll/2QI/2 
-oc 1/2 lzAini, 
N B 
[4.50] 
where ni is the number of ions contributing in phase at frequency ro. This allows a direct 
comparison to the MIT experiments, aiding the extension of the technique to more 
massive ions in the ESR proposals presented here. The comparison presented in Table 4.5 
shows how the superconducting tank I SQUID circuit can be altered to give a time-
domain signal-to-noise ratio of~ 0.1. Fourier transformation with resolution 6 can then 
be used to yield an effective signal-to-noise improvement of(B/6)112_ Note that the ESR 
simulations presented in section 4.1.c have a similar time-domain SIN, illustrating the 
power of Fourier transformation in extracting signal information from time-domain noise. 
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4.3.c (ii) Cyclotron signal dechirping 
The detection process removes quanta from the detected mode. If the detected 
frequency depends on the number of quanta in the mode, the frequency will be shifted 
continuously, or "chirped," throughout the detection period. This situation exists when 
the transverse trapped ion modes are detected in the presence of a ~agnetic bottle. Axial 
detection does not suffer from this shortcoming, since the bottle-perturbed axial frequency 
does not have any axial quantum dependence (Eq. [3 .26c]). The cyclotron frequency, 
however, is linearly dependent on the cyclotron energy (Eq. [3 .26a]). Since small 
cyclotron frequency shifts due to the axially synchronized spin flip experiment will be 
measured in the IONTRICK, any other mechanism which also shifts the frequency must be 
understood. Restricting the discussion to cyclotron effects only, and restating the classical 
expression for this phenomenon as derived in Chapter 2, 
q 2 
~ro = - -B2p . 
+ 2m c 
[4.51] 
Assuming that qB2 > 0, a uniform decrease in the cyclotron radius leads to a uniform time-
dependent increase (chirp) in the magnetic bottle shift of the cyclotron frequency. If this 
increase can be predicted accurately, its effect may be removed from the problem by a 
variety of methods (sweeping a reference frequency at the same rate, manipulating the 
Fourier transformation mathematically, etc.) which demodulate the chirp. This is very 
much like some problems encountered in radar observation. In this section an apparently 
novel dechirping algorithm is presented which is time-efficient by virtue of being based on 
the fast Fourier transform. 




where R is the resistance in ohms and x' is a constant of order unity, exactly equal to one 
for perfectly flat endcaps. Since the cyclotron energy is proportional to the square of the 
cyclotron radius, and since the magnitude of the bottle shift to ro+ is also proportional to 
the square of the cyclotron radius, the magnitude of the shift also decays with time 
constant Y+ The cyclotron motion during detection has a time-dependent frequency. The 
small frequency shifts o± produced by the IONTRICK experiment can be calculated, since 
the peaks in the demodulated ICR Fourier transforms are just the frequency at the end of 
the pre-experiment detection period and the frequency at the beginning of the post-
experiment detection period. For example, for the Hi experimental values given above, 
the total cyclotron frequency shift due to damping during one second of detection is 
around 150 Hz. Algorithms will now be presented to remove this chirp and extract the 
cyclotron frequency at the beginning or the end of a detection period. These algorithms 
have been tested and have been shown to have the added attraction of being robust to 
nmse. 
Let the signal due to an ensemble of trapped ions be represented by 
Defining 
S(t)= Lajeiro+j(t)t . 
j 
and establishing a reference frequency ror such that 
dro = ro+ - ror, 
the signal becomes 
~ it{.~ro+~ro 0 e- y+t) 
S(t) = .L.J aje +i . 
j 






it[(t-e-r+t )(co -Llro )) 
f( t, ro) = e ; [4.58] 
the desired dechirped signal G( ro) is then obtained via 
00 
G( co)= f S( t)f( t,co )e -iro;dt, [ 4.59] 
0 
the Fourier transform of the product of the signal and the dechirping function. The 
dechirping can be rewritten in terms of Fourier transforms to take advantage of the 
computational speed of the fast Fourier transform (FFT).2o This also allows the separation 
of the problem into a larger part which is calculated once for each set of similar 
experiments (e.g., with the same Y+) and a smaller part involving actual individual signals. 
The dechirping procedure begins by calculating the matrix F( ro , ro '), which requires one 
FFT over ro' for each value of ro. This is calculated only once, since it remains constant 
for different signals as long as the damping constant y + and the reference offset ~ro do not 
change: 
00 
F( co ,co •) = f f( t,co )e -iroteiro '1dt 
0 
The FFT of each signal is then computed: 
00 




The dechirped signal is finally calculated by integrating over the product of the transforms 
calculated in the two previous equations: 
00 
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Fig. 4. 7. Demonstration of dechirping for a single-ion spectrum (a) without and 
(b) with noise. Simulation parameters are described in the text. 
The last two transforms, S( ro) and G( ro ), are repeated for each signal over the course of an 
experiment. Note that the frequency extracted by the above procedure is that at t = 0; 
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this is set by the definition offtt,ro). The signal frequency at t = 't may also be extracted by 
using the dechirping function 
[4.63] 
The frequencies extracted by these algorithms are the instantaneous frequencies ro j ( t) , 
given by 
[4.64] 
Fig. 4. 7 demonstrates the application of this technique to an ion with D.ro/2rt = 55 
Hz, D.ro ~ /2rt = 40 Hz, and y J2rt = 1 Hz using a 256-point simulated data set and 1 Hz 
resolution. Fig. 4. 7(a) shows the successful dechirping of the spectrum in the absence of 
noise, isolating initial and final frequencies of 95 Hz and 70 Hz, respectively, as predicted 
from Eq. [4.64]. In Fig. 4.7(b), noise equal to the amplitude of a single ion's signal has 
been added without impairing the success of the dechirping algorithm. Fig. 4 . 8 
demonstrates dechirping for a simulated signal from ten ions with random phases, 
including noise of amplitude equal to three times a single ion's signal. The ion parameters 
are tabulated in Table 4.6. This example illustrates the power of the dechirping technique: 
while no lines can be distinguished from noise in the chirped spectrum, dechirping reveals 
all ten peaks in both the initial-frequency- and final-frequency-dechirped spectra and 














Fig. 4.8. Dechirping of a simulated ten-ion spectrum with nmse amplitude 
equivalent to three ions. Parameters are described in the text and in Table 4 .6 (a) 
Chirped spectrum. (b) Spectrum dechirped to reveal the initial frequencies. (c) 
Spectrum dechirped to isolate the final frequencies. 
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Ion # (index j) ro ~ /2rc (Hz) phase roj(t=0)/2rc roj(t='t)/2rc 
(degree) (Hz) (Hz) 
1 -180 0 -125 -11 
2 -170 195 -115 -8 
3 -150 70 -95 0 
4 -115 290 -60 13 
5 -70 20 -15 29 
6 -40 120 15 40 
7 -5 235 50 53 
8 30 260 85 66 
9 50 180 105 73 
10 70 45 125 81 
Table 4.6. Individual ion parameters for the ten-random-ion dechirping simulation 
presented in Fig. 4.8. The following parameters are equal for all ions: !l.ro/2rc = 55 Hz, 
y ~27t = 1 Hz, resolution = I Hz, number of points = 256, 't = 1 sec. 
4.3.d Vacuum and temperature requirements 
Collisionless conditions have been assumed throughout. This allows the treatment 
of spin as a conserved quantity. Collisional phenomena are understood well in ICR and 
are separated into chemically reactive and nonreactive categories. 11 In ICR, an ensemble 
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of ions is observed after coherent excitation, and the signal is modeled in terms of an 
effective rotating electric monopole in the trap. 21 Nonreactive collisions lead to dephasing 
of the individual orbits, a decrease in the radius of the monopole, and a loss of signal; 
reactive collisions eliminate ions. Assuming that the collisions in the case proposed here 
are nonreactive, analysis of the reduced collision frequency for the Langevin potential 
(ion-induced dipole potential) gives room-temperature relaxation times of around 2 
seconds for 100 amu ions ofunity charge with pressure of IQ-8 torr.21 This corresponds 
to linewidths (and reduced collision frequencies) on the order of the frequency shifts to be 
measured. Therefore, vacuum better than 1 o-8 torr will be necessary. 
Low temperature may help solve part of the collisional problem. In addition to 
slowing the motions of neutrals, low temperature may also induce neutrals to stick to the 
walls of the trap (cryopumping). The main advantage of working at low temperature, 
however, would be the decrease in Johnson noise in the preamplifier used for ICR 
detection. This factor combined with the large cyclotron radius will help make single ion 
detection practical. 
4.3.e Coupling to rotation 
Molecular rotation must still be incorporated into this theory. Previous work on 
the radiofrequency spectrum of Ht polarized the sample optically, then probed the 
magnetic structure by observing the dissociation of the ion. 22 Since the cross section for 
photodissociation by a polarized beam depends on the magnetic state of the ion, excitation 
of the rf resonances between magnetic sub states increases the ion decay rate. Experiments 
show that these magnetic substates include the coupling of electron spin to the two proton 
spins and to the rotation vector. An experiment to observe the magnetic resonance alone 
could work on cold Ht, in the limit of having only the lowest rotational level occupied. 
Alternatively, the coupling of the electron spin to the rotation could be observed by using 
para-Hi, for which the total nuclear spin quantum number 1=0; Jefferts23 discusses 
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photodissociation experiments of this type. Another possible direction to explore is that 
of detecting (purely) rotational transitions by the methods described here. For an ion with 
Zeeman splittings on the rotational spectrum there will be cyclotron shifts analogous to 
those described here for magnetic resonance. Since rotational spectroscopy of ions under 
collisionless conditions is impossible by straight microwave absorption techniques, such a 
method could augment the structural information available from magnetic resonance. 
Future work on the theory of detecting magnetic resonance via ICR must explore the 
coupling of spin to rotation, as well as to motional moments. 
4. 3.f Possible extensions 
Since many "parent ions" of diamagnetic neutrals are paramagnetic, the techniques 
presented here could be applied to a large number of systems. In addition, this experiment 
need not be confined to the study of electron spins. Though nuclear spins have 
gyromagnetic ratios three orders of magnitude smaller than that of the electron, 
adjustment of the various parameters of the experiment could make the direct observation 
of nuclear resonances possible. The limits of low trapping voltages, large bottle fields, and 
high-resolution detection must be examined further to assess the possibility of NMR 
experiments. 
The general scheme presented here is not the only way to separate spins via ICR. 
This work was originally motivated by the goal of creating spin-dependent cyclotron 
radius changes by the application of resonant gradients, enabling the detection of nuclear 
magnetic moments. In principle, any inhomogeneous field will couple spin to the spatial 
coordinates, making the spatial separation of spin states possible. The challenge is to find 
experiments, like the one presented here, which translate this possibility into easily 
observable quantities. This goal has been fulfilled, and the resulting proposals are 
described in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Spin-Locked Internally Resonant Ion Cyclotron 
Excitation 
The previous chapter suggests experiments which exploit single-ion sensitivity in 
the detection of the axial and cyclotron trapping frequencies. The magnitude of the 
frequency shifts produced, however, restricts the ready applicability of the proposals to the 
study of electron spin resonance. The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to develop 
experiments which can probe the magnetic resonance spectra of nuclear magnetic 
moments by using spin-dependent forces to modify trapped ion frequencies. This chapter 
presents the fulfillment of this goal and focuses on design issues for a promising method in 
which spin-dependent cyclotron acceleration is imposed. The resulting change in ion orbit 
is detected as a change in the axial trapping frequency. 1 
As in the electron g-factor measurement of Dehmelt2·3, the shift in axial trapping 
frequency is proportional to the strength of a static magnetic bottle field gradient. 
However, that direct effect of a spin flip is impractically small for nuclear spin flips of ions. 
In the present case, the transverse magnetic moment is coupled to a radiofrequency 
gradient to provide an accelerating force. A precedent is M. Bloom's deflection of neutral 
molecular beams by radiofrequency field gradients (the "transverse Stem-Gerlach 
effect"). 4•5 The effect desired is a continuous Stem-Gerlach force that will perform spin-
dependent work on the ion, as opposed to the continuous Stem-Gerlach effect6 produced 
by a magnetic bottle, which does no work on the ion. 
Semiclassical and quantum mechanical derivations m this chapter present the 
conditions under which a magnetic field gradient modulated at both the Larmor and 
cyclotron frequencies will lead to cyclotron acceleration proportional to the transverse 
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magnetic moment of a coherent state of the particle and radiation field. This effect has 
been named spin-locked internally resonant ion cyclotron excitation (SLIRICE). In the 
presence of a magnetic bottle, the corresponding shift in the axial trapping frequency due 
to this spin-dependent work can be made much larger than the shift due directly to a spin 
flip. 
This effect has been incorporated into a proposed experimental procedure in which 
the spin-flip probability, resulting from a period of high-resolution magnetic resonance, 
controls the presence or absence of a net axial frequency shift between two detection 
periods. The data reduction algorithm presented in Chapter 4 allows rapid conversion of 
the "before" and "after" signals from one or many trapped ions into a point of the magnetic 
resonance spectrum or interferogram. Simulated signals, including the anticipated noise 
from both the detection circuit and intrinsic quantum fluctuations in the number of spins 
flipped, indicate the method is practical. 
5.1 Background: the transverse Stern-Gerlach experiment 
The work presented later in this chapter shares a common root with the 
"transverse Stem-Gerlach" (TSG) experiment, first proposed by Bloom and Erdman in 
1962.4 The experiment, demonstrated on a beam ofpotassium atoms in 1967,5 achieved 
spin-dependent acceleration of neutral atoms in a beam by applying a radiofrequency 
magnetic field gradient resonant with the Larmor frequency corresponding to the atoms' 
spin angular momentum. With a field of the form 
[5.1] 
the resonance condition ro = ro0 = -yB0 causes the spin to be quantized transversely in the 
reference frame rotating about the z axis with angular velocity ro.5 This is contrast to the 
conventional Stem-Gerlach experiment, where the quantization is along the z axis and the 
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spin-dependent force is due to gradients in Bz. The demonstration of the transverse Stem-
Gerlach experiment was accomplished using a quadrupole field (produced by four anti-
phase wires along the z axis, placed at the comers of a square in the transverse plane) with 
Gx = G and Gy = -G. s 
Bloom and Erdman proposed the extension of the transverse Stem-Gerlach 
experiment to ion beams using similar fields, and predicted (but did not derive concretely) 
the existence of f!.n = ±1, ~ms = ±1 transitions for ro = ro0-roc and M = ±1, ~ms = +1 
transitions for ro = roo+<Dc; in the same paper, they announced the construction of such an 
apparatus to measure the magnetic moment of the free electron, 4 but the completion of 
this experiment was never reported. In this chapter it is demostrated that the rf field 
configuration suggested there does not have the desired effect of steady spin-dependent 
cyclotron acceleration, but that is achievable with modified rf fields. Eight years later, 
Enga and Bloom7 proposed a TSG experiment for ion beams traveling down the axis of a 
helical quadrupole wire system. The quadrupole nature of the magnetic field gradient 
would provide the necessary spatial dependence, while, in the ion frame of reference, the 
helical twist of the four quadrupole wires would translate into the time dependence 
essential to achieve resonance. However, calculations done as part of this dissertation 
work failed to derive the expected linear, spin-dependent changes in cyclotron energy 
when a time-dependent quadrupole field alone was added to a Penning trap. 
Numerical trajectory simulations were carried out to explore the feasibility of the 
TSG effect for trapped ions. The trajectories were carried out with a version of the 
program IRICEOI.FOR (see Appendix A) modified to add the field due to a quadrupole 
wire arrangement parallel to the z axis of a Penning trap. The simulations integrated the 
six-dimensional system of equations of motion for the three spatial (Cartesian) coordinates 
(x,y,z) and the three semiclassical spin coordinates (J.I.x,~,J.I.z). Note that the spin is scaled 
by a factor of 1 os to magnify spin-dependent effects, enhancing their visibility in runs with 
limited computational time. The cyclotron quantum number for several 40 J.I.S runs is 
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plotted for several simulation runs in Fig. 5.1; the corresponding transverse magnetic 
moments are depicted in Fig. 5.2 The solid line trace corresponds to excitation by a 
quadrupole field (of frequency ro = ro0-roc) alone, and shows no cyclotron acceleration. 
The transverse magnetic moment in this case is modulated between I P.j and zero, 
indicating that a quadrupole field does not lock the spin in the transverse plane, and hence 
cannot produce a TSG effect, contradicting the previous proposals.4'7 The addition of a 
spatially homogeneous spin-locking field b cos ro0t, however, corrects this deficiency. 
This field constrains the spin magnetic moment to have a non-zero transverse component 
at all times, locking the spin in the transverse plane. Viewed in the frame rotating about 
the z axis with angular frequency ro, the spin is locked in the x direction. The spin-down 
results with two different values ofb show that doubling the spin-locking field from 0.005 
T to 0. 010 T increases the average transverse magnetization from 0. 69j P.j to 0. 80j P.j. In 
turn, this increases the linear change in cyclotron quantum number (i.e., the TSG 
effectiveness) by a factor of2.5. The spin-up and spin-down runs with b = 0.010 T show 
equal but opposite changes in cyclotron quantum number, the desired spin-dependent 
effect. 
Several, albeit limited, attempts have been made via numerical simulations, 
semiclassical calculations, and quantum mechanical calculations to improve the degree of 
spin locking with this configuration. When viewed in the rotating frame, loss of a spin 
lock arises even with an ideal locking configuration when the initial spin condition does 
not correspond to one of the spin eigenstates of the system. The rotating frame 
magnetization then precesses about the eigenvector axis. In the simulations presented 
above, the axial magnetization observed was symmetrical, indicating that the spin 
eigenvector in each case was in the transverse plane. However, runs with the spin initially 
in the y direction and at angles of 7t/4, 37t/4, 57t/4, and 77t/4 relative to the x axis (in the 
transverse plane) failed to give perfect spin locks (no modulation of the transverse and 
axial magnetization magnitudes in the laboratory frame). The sections that follow produce 
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the desired effect with a different field configuration; both semiclassical and quantum 
mechanical derivations for this configuration are presented. 
5.2 Semiclassical derivation of SLIRICE 
Consider the case of a positive ion confined in a Penning trap. Choosing the large 
homogeneous magnetic field B0 to define the positive z axis, and neglecting magnetron 
motion throughout this derivation, the ion's transverse motion is given by 
x = P+[ cos(ro +t + <l>+)x- sin(ro +t + <i>+)y] [5.2], 
where the cyclotron radius P+ and the cyclotron frequency ro+ are both positive quantities, 
and<!>+ is the cyclotron phase relative to an ion on the positive x axis at timet= 0. Since 
the results being derived will be applied to nuclear magnetic resonance, spin will be 
expressed in terms of the gyromagnetic ratio, as is conventional in the NMR literature. 
Assuming that the ion has a spin-1/2 magnetic moment jl, of magnitude J.l = lrlli/2, which 
has been spin-locked in the x-y plane, the spin's motion is given serniclassically by 
[5.3] 
with no z component. This spin-lock is the transversely quantized spin eigenstate of the 
transverse Stem-Gerlach effect;5 any field configuration which performs spatial work 
dependent on the transverse spin moment must preserve this spin lock. For a spin with a 
negative gyromagnetic ratio y (e.g., a proton), ro0 is a positive quantity; the two (quantum 
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Fig. 5.1. Cyclotron quantum number changes due to TSG. Results from 
trajectory simulations with G = 0.023 Tim in a Penning trap with Bo = 1 T, V0 = 0.5 
V, d = 1.1 em. In each case, a 100 amu ion with a single positive charge and a proton 
magnetic moment is on the x axis at time t = 0, with cyclotron radius and axial 
amplitude both equal to 0.5 em and negligible magnetron radius. The quadrupole field 
oscillates at the difference of the Larmor and cyclotron frequencies, while the spin-
locking field of magnitude b oscillates at the Larmor frequency. The legend indicates 
the spin-locking field strength and the initial spin orientation for each run, where "up" 
and "down" are parallel and antiparallel, respectively, to the x axis. The simulation 
time step is 5 x 1 o-Il s; the spin magnetic moment is artificially scaled by a factor of 
1 os to make spin-dependent effects readily visible with limited computational time. 
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Fig. 5.2. Transverse magnetic moment during TSG. Results from 
trajectory simulations described in Fig. 5.1; the magnetic moment scaling by 108 
mentioned in that caption sets the magnitude of the spin moment at 2.88x10-11 
erg/T. The two b = 0. 01 0 T curves overlap almost completely and are not 
distinguishable on this plot. The salient feature ofthis figure is the nearly total loss 
of transverse magnetic moment for the b = 0 curve. 
The ultimate goal of this calculation will be to derive a force that accelerates or 
decelerates the cyclotron motion depending on the spin eigenstate's orientation. This force 
must be resonant with the cyclotron motion, and, by analogy to ion cyclotron resonance, 
tangential to the cyclotron orbit. That is, the force must be parallel (or anti parallel) to the 
direction of motion, so that the ion is continually pushed (or pulled). The force will thus 
be perpendicular to the position vector, and will be described by 
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F s oc ±sin ( ro + t + <!> + ) x ± cos( ro + t + <!> + ) y . [5.4] 
5.2.a SLIRICEfield configuration 
Since the goal is the design of an ICR-like experiment with spin dependence, the 
resonant electric field of ICR is replaced by an oscillating magnetic gradient with 
components at the cyclotron and Larmor frequencies. This field is constructed by 
arranging two orthogonal quadrupole coils: one is parallel to the x-axis with current 
proportional to cos(ro0t+<j> 1)cos(ro+t+<j>2), and the other is directed along the y-axis with 
current proportional to cos(ro0t+<j>3)cos(ro+t+<j>4)., as shown in Fig. 3. The total magnetic 
field is now 
B = B0z + G(yy- :zZ)cos(ro 0t +<1> 1) cos(ro +t + <1>2) 
+G( :zZ- xx) cos( ro 0t + <1> 3 )cos( ro + t + <1> 4 ) + b cosrot . [5.5] 
The greater number of adjustable parameters provides more design freedom than the 
single-frequency quadrupole originally suggested for TSG. A Helmholtz pair contributes 
the spin-locking field b cosrot x; this field has been accounted for already by the 
assumption of a transverse magnetic moment in Eq. [5.3], and will be neglected for the 
rest of this semiclassical calculation. The corresponding spin-dependent force on the ion is 
[5.6] 
this is approximated by 
[5.7] 
The expression for the force can be expanded and compared to the desired ICR-like form. 
The field's arbitrary phases can then be selected to make the spin-dependent force 
tangential to and resonant with the cyclotron motion. The resulting values for the phases 
are 
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<h = <Po + rc/2, [5.8a] 
4>2 = 4>+, [5.8b] 
4>3 =<Po+ rc, [5 .8c] 
and 
Q>4 = 4>+ + rc/2; [5 .8d] 
note that other (equivalent) solutions can be constructed by simply adding rc to any two 
phases. With these values, the field reduces to 
B = B0z + b cosrot 
The spin lock is lost at the nutation rate 
[5.10] 
Integration over time reveals the time dependence of the z component of the 
magnetization: 
(t) _ _ YIYIGnp+ llz - x 
8 
[5 .11] 
For a proton in a 1 T magnetic field with P+ = 0.5 em and G = 1 T/m, the amplitude of the 




Fig. 5.3. Orthogonal quadrupole coil and Penning trap configuration for 
SLIRICE. The dark wires compose a quadrupole coil along the y axis, while the 
light wires are part of the coil parallel to the x axis. The arrows indicate the relative 
direction of the electrical current traveling through the wires. The vertical loops 
represent a Helmholtz pair producing the spin-locking field b cosrot x . 
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5.2.b Change in cyclotron radius and its monitoring via axial frequency shifts 
The spin-dependent force, neglecting high-frequency (greater than ro) terms, is 
[5.12] 
For excitation by this spin-dependent force small compared to the initial energy, the 
change in cyclotron energy due over a period 't is 
x('t) 't 
J- _ J- (ax) -1rl1iGro +P+ t ~+ =- F•dx = F• at dt = + 4 cos<P+· [5.13] 
x(O) o 
The corresponding change in cyclotron radius is 
lr11iat .1p = + cos"' + 4 ~+> mro+ [5.14] 
the desired spin-dependent displacement, linear in time. The effect ts depicted 
schematically in Fig. 5. 4. 
This shows that an ensemble of ions originally at radius P+ with spins quantized 
along the z axis, which are accelerated to larger or smaller orbits depending on their 
transversely quantized spin state and their azimuthal position, can be monitored as a 
change in the axial frequency in the presence of a magnetic bottle. The axial frequency for 
each ion, including corrections to ro z due to the magnetic bottle, can be written from Eq. 
[2.42] (using the NMR notation) as 
[5.15] 
for spin quantum number ms = ±1/2. The change in axial frequency due to a change in 




Fig. 5.4. Illustration of the IRI CE effect. The circles represent ions; the arrows 
represent the orientation of each ion's spin eigenvector. (a) Prior to IRICE, the axis of 
spin quantization is the z-axis. Ions excited to the cyclotron radius p+ by coherent ICR 
excitation have been dephased by B2 during an initial axial detection period. (b) IRICE 
quantizes the spins transversely and accelerates the ions to new orbits. The effect scales 
with cos<t>+, as seen in Eq. 8., and is thus maximized with 4>+ = 0 or 1t. 
[5 .16] 
Neglecting both the direct spin term and the magnetron motion, and rewriting the 
mechanical magnetic moment in terms of the cyclotron radius, the axial frequency 
including the effect of the cyclotron radius in a magnetic bottle is 
[5 .17] 
The SLIRICE axial frequency shift, neglecting terms quadratic in ~P+, is 
[5 .18] 
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Inserting Eq. [5.14] for the cyclotron radius change yields the frequency shift 
[5.19] 
For a 100 amu ion with a proton magnetic moment in B0 = 1 T, with B2 = 1000 T /m
2, 
ro z 12n = 26253 .9 Hz, p+ = 5 mm, lj>+ = 0, G = 200 G/cm, and 't = 1 sec, the spin-
dependent change in the cyclotron radius is .:lp+ = 1.4 J.l.m, with the corresponding axial 
frequency shift 8/2n = 0.4 Hz. This represents an improvement of five orders of 
magnitude when compared to the 4 J.l.Hz direct shift of the frequency caused by the spin in 
a magnetic bottle, as calculated from the full axial frequency above as well as from the 
perturbation expression for .:lroz, Eq. [3. 26b]. 
The expression derived above is good as long as the components of the field 
gradient are exactly resonant with the Larmor and cyclotron frequencies. Resonance with 
the cyclotron frequency is achieved easily for a single mass as long as SLIRICE takes 
place in the absence of static field gradients which might broaden the cyclotron lines over 
an ensemble of ions. This, of course, requires that any experimental procedure which 
detects the SLIRICE radius change via axial frequency shifts in a magnetic bottle must 
keep the SLIRICE and axial detection periods separate in time, so that B2 may be off in 
the former periods and on in the latter. 
The assumed condition of spin resonance poses a problem, however, since a time-
domain NMR experiment involves exciting all lines uniformly across some broad spectral 
region. Inability to observe off-resonance lines would require the use of continuous wave 
techniques, leading to a slow time-sequenced experiment in which the Larmor component 
of the radiofrequency field would be stepped in frequency from one shot to the next. Spin 
locking over a range ofNMR line frequencies solves this problem allowing spin-dependent 
cyclotron acceleration to be incorporated into time-domain NMR experiments. It allows 
spins with Larmor frequencies across a broad spectrum to remain in phase with the spin-
dependent force, allowing all lines to be excited nearly equally. A quantitative theory of 
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these offset effects is derived via a fully quantum mechanical calculation in the next 
section. 
5.3 Quantum mechanical derivation of SLIRICE 
The SLIRICE effect obtained semiclassically in the previous section will now be 
derived more systematically via a quantum mechanical rotating frame calculation similar to 
that used to evaluate ICR excitation in Chapter 3. Unlike the semiclassical derivation, this 
method will include the spin-locking field and resonance offsets explicitly. The rotating 
frame used is defined by the transformation T = exp(+iH0t) with 
[5 .20] 
the transverse and axial Hamiltonians are those defined in Chapter 3. The SLIRICE effect 
is produced by adding the rf field 
B1 = G(y}-zk)cos(cot+cl>t)cos(co+t+cb) 
+G( zk- xi) cos( cot+ cj)3) cos( co+ t + cj)4 ) + b coscot x. [5.21] 
The corresponding perturbative addition to the total Hamiltonian H = H 0 + V is 
V = yl • B1 + dCOiz, [5 .22] 
where I is the vector of spin operators Cix,ly,lz) and the resonance offset is 
dco = co - co0. [5.23] 
Expansion of the perturbation yields 
V = -yGxlx cos( cot+ cj)3 )cos( co +t + cj)4) + yGyly cos( cot+ cj)l )cos( co +t + cj)2) 
+yGzlz[ cos( cot+ cj)3 )cos( co +t + cj)4 ) - cos( cot+ cj)1)cos(co +t + cj)2 )] 
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+ybl x cos rot + ~rol z 0 [5024] 
5.3.a Rotating frame interaction 
The interaction in the rotating frame is 
[5025] 
Expanding this yields 
V = -yGxix cos( rot+ <1> 3 )cos(ro +t + <1>4 ) + yGyly cos( rot+ <1>1) cos(ro +t + <l>z) 
[5026] 
The individual rotating frame operators are now tabulated: 
= ~ ( h ) [(a! + a+) sin ro + t - (a! + a_ ) sin ro _ t 
2m ro+ -ro_ 
[5027a] 




These expressions can be inserted into V to evaluate the general rotating frame 
interaction. The problem is made more specific by selecting phases (by inspection) that 
will lead to the desired spin-dependent cyclotron acceleration. The phases chosen here 
coincide with those determined semiclassically in the previous section (Eq. [5.8]), 
assuming that the arbitrary reference phases <Po (of the rf) and <I>+ (of the ion motion) are 
both set to zero. Keeping only those terms that are constant in the rotating frame, the 
average rotating frame interaction is 
[5.28] 
5.3. b Laboratory frame radius operator 
Restating the expression for the rotating frame radius operator from Chapter 3, 
[5.29] 
The radius operator is now transformed to the interaction frame, becoming 
[5.30] 
where the operators 
and 
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ro =- yG ~ 1i (at +a )+ yb 
=1 2 2m(ro+ -ro_) + + 2 
[5.31] 
[5.32] 
have been defined to make the equations more compact and to isolate important 
precessional frequencies, as will become apparent later in this calculation. In this 
expression, the use of ro ;ff in the denominator is simply a notational convenience to 
simplify the result into trigonometric operator form; expansion of the trigonometric 
functions into their respective infinite series reveals that all operators appear with powers 
that are positive integers. The solution for the radius observed in the laboratory frame is 
[5.33] 
5.3.c Wavefunctions in the classical limit 
The wavefunction I 'I') is assumed to separate into the simple product of the 
cyclotron (n), magnetron{!), axial (k), and spin{±, for m5 = ±112) wavefunctions: 
[5.34] 
Since the operators present in the current calculation do not have any axial dependence, 
the axial wavefunction will simply factor out. The nature of the spin wavefunction will be 
investigated in the following section. The limit of classically-sized (large) orbits will be 
assumed, and thus the cyclotron and magnetron parts of the wavefunction are those 
derived in Chapter 3, with the combined wavefunction ofEq. [3 .36] subject to the phase 
relationships of Eqs. [3.41] and the amplitude constraints of Eqs. [3.42]. Given these 




=-yG ~ ( h )"'[c*+1c .Jn+l+c*_1c Jn]+yb 2 2mro+-ro- .L....J n n n n 2 
n 
=- yG ~ ( h ) ""[(icn )* Cn .Jll+1 + ( -icn )* Cn Jn] + yb 
2 2m ro+ -ro_ .L....J 2 
n 
=-~ ~2m(ffi: -ffi_) L[-ilcni2 (.Jn+ 1-.Jn)]+ y~ [5.35] 
n 
For large n, the sum collapses to zero and ro 1 reduces to the Rabi frequency 
[5.36] 




These large n results reduce the observed laboratory frame radius to 
+ ~; [sin ( ro eff t) - ro eff t J( ~ro ( '¥ ± I I x I '¥ ± ) - ro 1 ( '¥ ± I I z I '¥ ± ) ) } . [ 5. 3 9] 
roeff 
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5.3.d Spin eigenstates of the SLIRICE system 
This calculation has as its goal deriving the conditions under which spin-1/2 
wavefunctions may be detected via linear changes in the cyclotron radius. Experimentally, 
the SLIRICE procedure will measure the spin (as long as the cyclotron radius changes are 
larger than the ion deBroglie wavelength, a very small quantity for atomic ions) in the 
sense that it will project an arbitrary initial spin state into one of the SLIRICE eigenstates. 
Therefore, a calculation of this effect will succeed only if the spin eigenstates of the system 
are evaluated correctly. To this end, consider the spin eigenstates I'¥±) for a system 
quantized along the u axis (i.e., the eigenstates oflu), with 
These are 
u = zcos8+xsin8cos<l>+ysin8sin<l> . 
I'¥+) = cos~ e -i<P I 21 +)+sin~ ei<P I 21-); 





The angles 8 and <I> are defined in Fig. 5. 5 and I±) are the eigenstates of lz. Reevaluating 
the expression for the observed radius with these spin wavefunctions, 
Fig. 5. 5. Coordinate system for spin quantization along the u axis. 
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Fig. 5.6. Coordinate system for spin quantization in SLIRICE. 
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[5.42] 
Since the transverse spin dependence of the rotating frame interaction V( 0) consisted 
solely oflx terms, it is expected that the SLIRICE eigenstates will lie along 
4> = 0, 
collapsing the radius expression to 




The goal of cyclotron radius changes that are exclusively linear in time will be realized 
only if 
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L\: (sin(roetrt)-roetrt](L\ro sin8-ro1 cos8) = 0; 
00 etr 
the unique solution to this equation is 
[5.45] 
[5.46] 
Having evaluated the spin wavefunction axis of quantization (depicted in Fig. 5.6), the 
radius observed is readily calculated to be 
[5.47] 
The term depending linearly on time is of the same frequency and phase as the initial 
cyclotron radius and thus represents a change of P+ exclusively, leaving the magnetron 
radius intact. The cyclotron radius is changed by 
A (±)( ) - yGfz ro1 
op+ t = + t 
4m(ro+ -ro_) roeff 
[5.48] 
for spin in the I 'I'± ) eigenstates. 
Since ro+ » ro_, this expression is equivalent to the semiclassically derived radius 
change of Eq. [ 5. 14]. The two different approaches yield the same magnitude for the 
radius change, but provide additional different, and complementary, pieces of information. 
Whereas the semiclassical simulation explains the cyclotron phase dependence of the 
effect, the quantum mechanical derivation elucidates off-Larmor-resonance behavior. This 
behavior allows the application of SLIRICE to Fourier transform NMR spectroscopy over 
sufficiently large Larmor frequency bandwidths to study interesting problems. For 
example, with a spin-locking field strength b = 0.005 T (50 G) and a proton magnetic 
moment, the Rabi frequency is ro 1/21t = 106 kHz, and the SLIRICE efficiency ro 1/roeff is 
greater than 90% over a 100 kHz bandwidth. This would be adequate to cover essentially 
all proton resonances in any diamagnetic ion and all resonances within a particular electron 
spin level of a paramagnetic ion. 
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5.4 Semiclassical numerical trajectory simulations 
The SLIRICE effect has been studied extensively through numerical trajectory 
simulations with the FORTRAN program IRICEOI.FOR (see Appendix A). As was the 
case with the TSG simulations earlier in this chapter, the spatial and semiclassical spin 
equations of motion were integrated, and the spin was scaled by a factor of 1 o8 to magnifY 
spin-dependent effects and bring their observation into the reach of program runs with 
limited computational time. The motion of a 100 amu, singly charged, positive ion with a 
proton magnetic moment was simulated in a Penning trap with B0 = 1 T, V0 = 0.5 V, d = 
1.1 em, G = 0.01 T/cm, and b = 0.005 T over the course of 40 J..I.S. The Larmor frequency 
(roof21t) is 42.58 MHz, and the Rabi frequency (ro1/21t) is 106 kHz. Both the axial 
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Fig. 5.7. SLIRICE cyclotron quantum number change on resonance, as described 
in the text. 
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Fig. 5.8. SLIRICE cyclotron quantum number change off resonance, as described 
in the text. 
Fig. 5.7 shows the cyclotron quantum number during an on-resonance (!!.co = 0) 
SLIRICE period for ions in the "up" and "down" eigenstates of spin (±lx in the rotating 
frame). Spin-dependent cyclotron acceleration creates the expected linear changes in 
quantum number. (The integration time step in these runs is 5 x I0-11 s.) The transverse 
magnetization remains constant, indicating perfect spin locks. 
Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate off-resonance behavior with l!.co/2n = 100 kHz. (The 
integration time step in these simulations is 5 x 1 o-12 s.) The ion whose traces are marked 
"not spin eigenstate" starts the simulation with its spin along lx. Since this is not the spin 
eigenstate (see Fig. 5.6 for the axis of quantization), the spin precesses about the 
eigenstate direction and is thus not locked, as observed in the deep modulation of the 
transverse magnetization (Fig. 5.9). The cyclotron radius change is not linear, but is 
modulated at the same frequency as the transverse magnetization. The ion marked "spin 
eigenstate" begins the simulation with its spin along the axis of quantization. It remains 
spin-locked (its transverse magnetization is constant), and its cyclotron change is linear in 
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time and 39% larger than that of the ion whose spin is not locked. As described in the nex 
section, SLIRICE will be used for fixed times and these small inefficiencies due to off-
resonance behavior have no substantial effect on the ability to classifY trajectories as 
needed to extract the NMR signal. 
5.5 Proposed experimental procedure 
5. 5. a Time line for the proposed experiment 
SLIRICE may be incorporated as the central feature of a proposed experimental 
magnetic resonance procedure by inserting it between two periods of axial frequency 
detection. Cyclotron radius changes due to IRICE are then monitored as axial frequency 
differences between the two detection periods, each carried out in the presence of a 
magnetic bottle, which converts the radius changes into frequency changes. The NMR 
information is encoded by introducing a period of spin evolution within the IRICE period. 
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Fig. 5.10. Time line for proposed experiment incorporating the SLIRICE 
effect. 
Inhomogeneity of the NMR spectrum is avoided by switching off the magnetic bottle 
during the spin evolution and the IRICE period. The spin evolution results in a certain 
probability of flipping the transverse orientation of the spin~ this probability can then be 
modulated by varying the timing or frequency conditions of an NMR experiment. For 
example, IRICE could be split into two periods separated by spin evolution in B0 during 
the variable time t1. Fourier transformation of the resulting interferogram would yield the 
NMR spectrum. Alternately, a simpler (though slower) implementation could involve the 
sweeping of the Larmor frequency term in the IRICE field, yielding a continuous wave 
experiment. NMR lines would then be detected as peaks in the magnitude of the axial 
frequency shifts detected. 
Fig. 5. 10 shows the proposed experimental sequence. After purging the trap and 
injecting neutrals, ions are created in a low trapping voltage Vinit which is swept 
adiabatically to the final value v0. This procedure helps constrain the range of ion axial 
amplitudes present. The approach followed to overcome the inhomogeneous distribution 
of the axial frequency and to extract the axial frequency shifts involves convolving spectra 
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taken before and after the SLIRICEINMR period, m a manner similar to the signal 
processing method proposed for direct monitoring of ESR in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.2). The 
multiplication of the signal from the "before" axial detection period by the signal from the 
"after" period, with the "after" time axis reversed, produces a signal whose Fourier 
transform includes a peak at the sum of the "before" and "after" frequencies. Since the 
magnetic bottle is always positive in this proposal, the time-reversed product algorithm is 
adjusted to yield the difference of the frequencies, rather than the sum used iri the ESR 
case. The derivation of the signal processing algorithm in Section 4.1.b still applies, but 
the time-reversed product is now 
[5.49] 
This differs from the Chapter 4 expression in the lack of complex conjugation of the time-
reversed "after" signal. 
The two SLIRICE periods are assumed to be in phase with each other, so that the 
precession period between them leads to a definite probability of a spin "flip." A "flip" 
occurs when the second SLIRICE period interrogates the spin state and the spin is not 
projected back into the state it was originally in during the first SLIRICE period. The spin 
evolution during the free precession period governs the probability P of this occurrence, 
which can be calculated as 
[5.50] 
When the spin is flipped, the net SLIRICE cyclotron radius change and, hence, the net 
axial frequency shift detected is zero. Cases where the spin is not flipped lead to twice the 
single SLIRICE period shift o. Since this shift is modulated by each ion's cyclotron phase, 
and since no cyclotron coherence is assumed in this proposal, the time-reversed products 
will consist of a sharp center peak at zero frequency and a continuous distribution of 
sidebands bounded by ±28. 
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5.5.b Simulations 
The experiment proposed above has been simulated with the FORTRAN program 
AXIALIR8.FOR, included in Appendix B. Singly charged, positive, 100 amu ions at 
room temperature (298 K) were created as if by ionization with an electron beam of 100 
J..lm radius traveling down the z axis of a Penning trap with Bo = 1 T, d = 1.1 em, and Vinit 
= 0.05 V; the trapping voltage was subsequently raised to 0.5 V. On the average, 83 ions 
were created in each shot, of which 55 were trapped and 12 had axial frequencies within 
the 205 Hz signal bandwidth (enforced by a filter to avoid oversampling). The signal and 
noise were modelled to correspond to a 1 00 M.Q impedance maintained at 2 K and mixed 
down into the Nyquist bandwidth with a 26000 Hz reference frequency. Each signal 
consisted of 2048 points sampled every 4. 88 ms for each trace in t 1. Signal averaging was 
accomplished by adding 200 shots for every t1 point. There were 32 points in tl> sampled 
in 12.5 J..lS intervals, to give an NMR resolution of2.5 kHz and a bandwidth of80 kHz. A 
radiofrequency gradient field with G = 2 T /m was applied over a 1 s interval in each 
SLIRICE period, while the strength ofthe spin-locking field was b = 0.05 T. Adiabatic 
sweep times of0.1 s were employed for both the trapping voltage and the magnetic bottle, 
and the bottle strength B2 peaked at 1000 T fm2 . The simulation set the Larmor resonance 
offset of half the ions at 15 kHz, and that of the other half at 3 0 kHz, thereby mimicking a 
two line spectrum. 
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Fig. 5.11 shows the time-reversed products (after Fourier transformation) S(ro,t1), 
for whose calculation a noise blanking threshold of three standard deviations above the 
mean was employed. The center peaks are narrow and readily visible, as expected, 
whereas the sideband signal intensity is diffused due to the full range of cyclotron phases 
present. The NMR. interferogram S(t1) was constructed by first applying a baseline 
correction to the time-reversed products: the minimum value in each t 1 trace was 
subtracted from the entire trace. The integral of each trace was then calculated, and the 
traces were divided by their respective integrals in order to normalize the traces and 
remove possible effects from statistical fluctuations in the number of ions. The sideband 
regions were then integrated (from -0.9 Hz to -0.2 Hz for the left sideband, and 0.2 Hz to 
0. 9 Hz for the right sideband), their integrals were added together, and the integral of the 
central peak was subtracted from this sum to yield the NMR. interferogram S(t1) , shown in 
Fig. 5.12. This was Fourier transformed to reveal the NMR. spectrum S(ro) included in 
Fig. 5.13. Note that this resolves the simulated lines at 15 kHz and 30kHz well, and with 
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Fig. 5.12 NMR. interferogram S(t1) for the simulation described in the text. 
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Fig. 5.13 NMR. spectrum S(ro) for the simulation described in the text. The 
simulated lines at 15 kHz and 30 kHz are resolved. A peak at zero frequency, due to 
residual DC offsets, has been removed from the plot. 
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5.6 Discussion 
A novel method for performing NMR spectroscopy on trapped ions has been 
designed. In contrast to the methods proposed for ESR in Chapter 4, where (1} the direct 
axial frequency shift due to the spin interaction with a magnetic bottle and (2) spin-
dependent work on ion motion performed by a train of axially synchronized spin flips were 
used to encode the ESR spectrum into trapped ion motional frequencies, SLIRICE is a 
continuous Stem-Gerlach experiment leading to the separation of spin packets via changes 
in the cyclotron radius. 
The technique proposed extends the applicability of NMR to gas phase trapped 
ions by circumventing the insensitive method of detection through Faraday law methods, 
substituting the single ion sensitivity of trapped ion detection. When applied to the 
elucidation of NMR spectra, this single-ion-sensitivity experiment stands in sharp contrast 
to conventional Faraday-law detection methods for NMR, which have a detection limit of 
~ 1018 spins. SLIRICE thus promises a sensitivity improvement of up to 18 orders of 
magnitude in the detection of NMR spectra. Since the observation time can be seconds, 
the potential frequency resolution is many orders of magnitude better than that of ion 
beam spectroscopy, which is transit-time limited. 
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1Pizarro, P.J., and D.P. Weitekamp, Bull. Mag. Reson. 14, 220 (1992). 
2Van Dyck, R.S., Jr., P.B. Schwinberg, and H.G. Dehmelt, in New Frontiers in High 
Energy Physics, edited by B. Kursunoglu, A Perlmutter, and L. Scott (Plenum, New 
York, 1978). 
116 
3Van Dyck, R.S., Jr. , P.B. Schwinberg, and H .G. Dehmelt, in Atomic Physics 9, edited by 
R.S. VanDyck, Jr. , and E.N. Fortson (World Scientific, Singapore, 1984). 
4Bloom, M. , and K. Erdman, Can. J. Phys. 40, 179 (1962). 
5Bloom, M., E . Enga, and H. Lew, Can. J. Phys. 45, 1481 (1967). 
6Dehmelt, H., Z. Phys. D 10, 127 (1988). 
7Enga, E., and M. Bloom, Can. J. Phys. 48, 2466 (1970). 
117 
Appendix A: Trajectory Simulation Programs 
The complexity of the equations of motion of an ion a Penning trap subjected to 
various electric and magnetic fields with time and space dependence does not allow a 
classical analytical solution of most interesting problems. In such cases, the equations can 
be solved numerically via an iterative integration of individual ion trajectories for given 
sets of initial conditions. A good simulation program can be useful in determining the 
stability of trap configurations, extracting the frequencies of the various ion modes, and 
understanding the requirements and results of hypothesized experiments. 
The first program presented here is TRAJ.FOR, written in FORTRAN to run on 
DEC VAX/VMS systems. The central integration algorithm is a three dimensional, fourth 
order, five point Runge-Kutta scheme as modified by Zonneveld.1 Its coefficients take 
into account the full coupling of positions, velocities, and accelerations present in the 
second order differential equations of motion. TRAJ.FOR was easily modified to 
calculate ion trajectories in any combination of magnetic and electric fields; these fields 
may depend on space and time in any arbitrary manner. The version included here 
simulates the application of a magnetic bottle field gradient. The program reads its input 
values from a parameter file containing such quantities as initial time, position, and 
velocity, program step size, coefficients of common electric and magnetic field terms, and 
trap characteristics. Output includes the final time, position, and velocity, as well as two 
data files. One of these includes a user specified number of points at the beginning and 
end of the simulation, akin to "before" and "after" snapshots. The other output file is 
meant to be Fourier transformed: it contains a user-specified number of points from 
throughout the entire simulation, spaced by a sampling time determined from the user-
118 
specified frequency resolution of the spectrum. The inverse of this resolution is the length 
of time the program simulates and the bandwidth is the resolution times one half the 
number of points sampled. A separate program, TRAJ_FT.FOR, processes the two 
output files; this is the second program presented in this Appendix. This program is kept 
separate from the more time consuming integration program; the simulation is run as a 
batch job, while the plotting and processing are handled interactively. TRAJ_FT.FOR is 
driven by interactive responses from the user to plot and Fourier transform the data. It 
can plot the "before" and "after" snapshots of the x, y, and z motions versus time, as well 
as a convenient x-y plot (in the plane of the cyclotron and magnetron motions). It can 
also apply a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm2 to transform the x, y, and z motions, 
plot these transforms, and find peaks. All graphics are handled by FORTRAN calls to the 
VMS implementation of the international standard Graphical Kernel System (GKS): the 
program was therefore easily transported to other systems. 
The third program included in this Appendix is IRICEOl.FOR, which is based on 
TRAJ.FOR. This trajectory simulation extends the integration space to include three spin 
coordinates in addition to the three spatial coordinates. In this fashion, a semiclassical 
picture of quantum mechanical effects can be achieved by introducing spin degrees of 
freedom into the problem of an ion stored in a Penning trap. 
The simulation reproduces results from a broad variety of experiments. The step 
size required depends on the complexity of the fields used in a given experiment. Motion 
in a homogeneous magnetic field only requires as few as 50 to 100 steps per cyclotron 
orbit, while motion in a Penning trap and strong magnetic bottle (e.g., 1000 G/cm2) may 
require as many as 1000 steps per cyclotron orbit for full convergence (e.g., to 1 Hz 
accuracy). Use of an adaptive step size algorithm has been avoided to minimize 
computational overhead time; since a typical project involves several simulations with 
equivalent fields, a few initial test runs suffice to determine an adequate step size. 
119 
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Appendix B: Analytical Model Simulation Programs 
The detailed study of ion motions and proposals to incorporate spin into the 
motional modes produced analytical approximations to many quantities of interest. In 
particular, closed form expressions were derived for the axial frequency in the presence of 
a magnetic bottle, the change in cyclotron radius due to SLIRICE, and other important 
quantities. These expressions can be assembled together into analytical model simulation 
programs that can simulate entire experimental sequences, from ion creation through 
detection of the proposed spin-dependent phenomena. Various versions of these 
programs were written to model several different ideas, including the experiments 
proposed here. The most recent ofthese simulations, AXIALIR8.FOR, is included in this 
appendix. It was used to model the SLIRICE experimental sequence proposed in Chapter 
5. 
The time sequence of the simulation is that proposed for the SLIRICE experiment. 
The mechanics of the simulation are explained in detail in the program comment lines. 
AXIALIR8 is written in FORTRAN and has been used with the Microsoft FORTRAN 
compiler for the DOS operating system on ffiM PC compatible computers. 
Also included in this appendix are all the supporting materials necessary to recreate 
the simulation figures presented at the end of Chapter 5. The parameter file Y7.PAR was 
copied to AXIAL.PAR before running AXIALIR8. The output file Y7.0UT includes 
program run information. After completion ofthe main program, the batch file Y7.BAT 
controlled runs of the program PLOTCUT3.FOR to isolate the simulation data range of 
interest. Final processing and graphics preparation were performed with Mathematica for 
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